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In addition to technology, computer specialists need
to take account of humanfactors in order to ease
the change brought about by introducing new infor-
mation systems. The reasonis that today more end
users are affected more continually than in the past.
And becausethe business implications of new com-
puter systems are often more far-reaching, the con-
sequencesof changeare harderto predictin terms
of job nature and content.
The messageof this report is that the management
of changeis in essence the managementof participa-
tion. People respond best to changeif given the op-
portunity to participate in planning the change.
Gaining the constructive involvement of end usersis
not an easytask,butit is a vitally important one. This
report first describes the theoretical background. It
then summarises the conventional approach to
system design, and looks at a step beyond:the par-
ticipative approach, in which end users take partin
the design process. Finally, the report sets out prac-
tical guidelines for anticipating and minimising the
human aspects of change arising from information
technology.
The report was researched and written by:
Chris Woodward, a consultant with Butler Cox
specialising in information systems and the manage-
ment of computing projects. He has extensive experi-
enceof systems development and maintenance and
has carried out numerous projects involving both
large mainframe computers and smaller distributed
systems.
Christine Howarth, an independent consultant. She
has an international reputation as a leading autho-
rity on managing change brought about by introduc-
ing new technology. An important theme of her work
is harnessing the knowledge and enthusiasm ofstaff.
Her book, The Way People Work, is published by
Oxford University Press.
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Senior managers today are well aware that tech-
nology is advancing at an astonishing rate, and that
information technologyin particular is the force that
is driving most new developments in business. Com-
puter systems have passed the stage where they
simply do existing things better; they have now made
possible completely new functions and ways of
achieving objectives.
In this situation, which implies continual change
within organisations, attention tends to be focused
on the technology. Only by understanding what the
technology can offer can the new methods be
designed. But one elementof the technology change
that is happening is an emphasis on closer contact
with the computer systems by more people, in-
cluding many who would not regard themselves as
data processing practitioners.
To focus on the technologyis therefore not enough.
Humanfactors also have to be taken into account.
And this means more than simplytelling people what
is going on: they will respond best to change if they
are given the opportunity to participate in planning
that change. The messageofthis reportis that the
managementof changeis in essence the manage-
mentof participation. It is not an easy task, butit is
a vitally important one.
Experience showsthat manyof the consequencesof
change cannotbe predicted. And, indeed, though the
need for change may be accepted, organisations
mayberestricted in their ability to initiate or respond
to change becauseoftherigidity of their existing in-
formation systems.
Against this background, a variety of human pro-
blems have arisen. Jobs have become fragmented.
People believe that technology has taken control of
their jobs, leaving them less able to respondto the
unexpected. Supervisors may be ignorant of their
subordinates☂ work. Basic skills may deteriorate.
Chapter 1 of the report outlines this changing en-
vironment, and emphasises the need for organisa-
tions to remain adaptable and to create the right
environment for change.
The changesinvolved are not simply a matter of
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technology. Better education is producingindividuals
who demand more than in the past, and whose
needsarelesslikely to be met by rigidly defined jobs,
for example. Behavioural theories discussed in
Chapter 2 show that people work best if their
managers encourage them to use and developtheir
skills and contribute their experience to the success
of the organisation. The challenge for management
is to realise this potential based on cooperation and
earned respect.
At present, the wider aspects of change accompa-
nying new information systems are often neglected.
Organisational and human aspectsare givenlimited
attention, as is job design. The system design pro-
cess has a technical emphasis. Education and learn-
ing, training and communication, and end-user
influence areall limited.
The manner in which change is introduced will
influence people☂s behaviour. When change is
imposed from above or outside, those affected are
likely to react negatively. When the people affected
are actively involved in the change, they will respond
positively and work harder to ensure success.

In practice, however, gaining the constructive involve-
ment of end usersis difficult. Participation can lead
to increased time and costs, and most participative
methods are inadequate. Users arelikely to be scep-
tical, and management attitudes may be negative.
Opportunities for participation are oftenlimited, roles
are easily misunderstood, and designers☂ attitudes
may be negative.It takes time for users to adapttheir
wayof thinking, and for participants to learn how to
work together.

Different approachesto job design are described in
the report (Chapter 3). The traditional scientific
management approach, in which jobs are broken
downinto the simplest components☂ and are defined
precisely and completely, has resulted in deskilled
and tedious jobs. The job-enrichment approach, as
its name implies, aims at increasing people☂s moti-
vation and job satisfaction. A third method, increas-
ingly popular, is the socio-technical approach, which
seeks the best match between technical and social
systems.
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in the overall design of systems, the conventional
design process is well known but creates major
problemsin the context of rapid change. One step
beyondthis conventional design processis the par-
ticipative approach, in which end users take part in
the design process.A third stage is represented by
Eason☂s evolutionary design process.This processis
based ona technology that regularly informs design-
ers of the needs and problems of users, and that
helps users to learn in an evolutionary way about sys-
tem facilities and how to exploit them.
The effective management of change dependsbasi-
cally on an organisation☂s management values and
style, for it is these values that determine how con-
structively people are brought into the process of
change. A positive managementattitude is essential.
Trade unions, concernedatthe loss ofjobs, will seek
to increase their own involvementin the process of
change. Legislation is tending to include broader
areas of businessinterests; in the Nordic countries,
legislation and agreements specifically provide for
user involvement in the design of information
systems.
Practical lessons in handling the human aspects of
changearising from information technologyareillus-
trated in six case studies in the report (Chapter 5).
Thoughindividual circumstanceswill affect the han-
dling of the process of change, and thereis no sin-
gle blueprint for success, there is no doubt that the
extent to which information systems users are

involved in design and implementationis a key deter-
minant of system effectiveness.

Finally, in a distillation of the lessons from the case
studies and our other research, we present and dis-
cuss (Chapter6) the following general guidelines for
senior management:
♥Foster a healthy environment for change.
♥Secure top management support.
♥Encouragethe ability to change and learn.
♥Acquire the necessary skills.
♥ Involve people appropriately and at the right time.
♥Be open-minded as to who should be involved.
♥Devote time to developing the participative

process.
♥Achieve a balanced pace.
♥Adopta facilitating role.
♥Keep people informed.
♥Think widely about opportunities for change.
♥Monitor progress.
♥Coordinate progress.
♥Involve trade unions.
♥Plan for incremental change.
♥Obtain and develop the appropriate tools and

facilities.
♥Provide appropriate support functions.

☁The Butler Cox Foundation
© Reproduction by any method is strictly prohibited



Information systems are changing the way that
organisations operate and the waythat individuals
perform their jobs. Yet when new systems are
designed and introduced, the end users mostaffected
are frequently not consulted. As a result, system fea-
tures that could be beneficial are often overlooked.
More importantly, end usersfeel disaffected because
they are not involved in the process of planning
changes that alter their own jobs.
Unless the nature and potential impact of these
changesare understood and actively managed,there
is a dangerthat crucial elements in the successful
introduction of new systems may be overlooked. In
addition, users may take direct action to delay or,
even worse, obstruct the introduction of new infor-
mation systems.
To implement new information systems successfully,
managers need a basic understanding of the factors
that influence how people behave, and how they are
motivated, at work. They need to understandthelikely
prejudices, resistance and anxieties that users may
have. Aboveall, managers need an understanding of
how best to gain willing and constructive coopera-
tion from end users, to help ensure the success of
new information systems.

The purpose of the report is therefore to provide
guidelines for successfully introducing new informa-
tion systems, andfor anticipating and minimising the
impact of the problemsthat can arise as a result of
the changes in nature and contentof the jobs that
are affected.

The report is aimed at all managementservicesstaff
whoaredirectly or indirectly responsiblefor introduc-
ing information systems. It is also intended to beof
value to personnel managers and line managers.

Structure of the report
In this report, we draw extensively on the experience
and insights gained from six case histories in which
end users have been heavily involved in the process
of change brought about by new information systems.
The casehistories are set out towards the end ofthe
report, in Chapter 5. The earlier chapters are con-
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cerned with underlying behavioural and motivational
theory, and with the general social, economic and
legislative environment within which change takes
place.
We begin in Chapter 1 with a brief review of the
growth of information technology and its impact on
jobs and the way businesses are organised.
Chapter 2 summarises the leading motivational the-
ories. It then goes on to describe current thinking
about people☂s behaviour at work, taking into account
current economic and social trends.
Chapter 3 looks at the process of change, with the
emphasis on humanfactors. It begins by reviewing
how to obtain commitment to change. The chapter
also reviews the success(or lack of success) of con-
ventional approaches to system design in gaining
commitment, and compares that with more recent
alternatives such as the socio-technical approach.
The chapter identifies and describes alternative
approachesto the design of jobs.
Chapter 4 reviews the significance of management
values and attitudes and how theyinfluence the
degree of attention given to humanfactors. Theatti-
tudes of trade unions are also discussed. The chap-
ter closes with a brief look at trendsin legislation and
social accounting.
Chapter 5 presents six case histories in somedetail.
It describes the experiences. of organisations
implementing new information systems, paying par-
ticular attention to human aspects.
Chapter 6 presents guidelines for those engaged in
undertaking change associated with the use ofinfor-
mation technology.
The report closes with a brief Conclusion section, and
a list of references that serves also as a guideto fur-
ther reading.

Research methodology
The research for this report was carried out during
the fourth quarter of 1983. First, the availablelitera-
ture was thoroughly reviewed. A list of referencesat

iii
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the end of this report illustrates the scope of this
activity.
Next, discussions were held with organisations and
individuals undertaking research and having practi-
cal experience in humanfactors and the processof
change.
Finally, interviews were conducted with representa-
tives of organisations who have undertaken, or are
undertaking, change arising from the use of informa-
tion technology.
Wewouldlike to thank all those who have contributed
to the research for this report, particularly therepresentatives of organisations that provided us withcase history material. Our thanks also goto the fol-lowing for their constructive comments, insights, andparticipation:

♥Oliver Tynan and Richard Smith at the Work
Research Unit in London.

♥Georges Sudatl☂Agence Nationale pour |☂Amelio-ration des Conditions de Travail in Paris.
♥Marilyn Mehlmann of Projekt Styrning AB inStockholm.
♥Francesco Novara, head of psychologyatOlivetti,Ivrea, Italy.
♥Frederico Butera, head ofthe Instituto di RicercaIntervento sui Sistemi Organizativi (RSO) in Milan.
♥KenEasonof the HumanSciences and AdvancedTechnology Research Group (HUSAT), within theDepartment of Human Sciences, LoughboroughUniversity.
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Information technologyis developing at an astonishing
pace. As a result, businesses are having to adapt by
changing the way they are organised and the waytheir
employees work.

THE PACE OF CHANGE
The Greekphilosopher Heracleitus oncesaid ☁There
is nothing permanent except change☂. In today☂s world
we would certainly concur, although one doubts
whether Heracleitus ever envisaged the changing
environmentthat we currently live in. Many observers
in recent times have remarked on the pace of change.
Oliver Tynan, for instance, speaking at the 1983 UK
Foundation Conference on the theme of managing
change, emphasised that change will be large,
penetrating and unpredictable.
Changetoday is occuring at a faster pace than in the
past. In his book☁The Third Wave☝☂, Alvin Toffler (Refer-
ence 1)illustrates this with examples.Oneis the type-
writer, the patent for which wasoriginally issued in
1714, though commercially available devices did not
appearuntil 150 years later. Another exampleis the
combine harvester, which wasinvented in 1836 and
became commercially available 100 yearslater.

In today☂s world,the time between conception and birth
of products is much reduced.The time betweena pro-
duct☂s introduction and its peak production also has
shortened. For example, the average time betweenthe
introduction and peak production of a group of consu-
mer products introducedin the United States before
4920 was 34 years; for another group of consumerpro-
ducts producedin the period 1939 to 1959 the time span
had droppedto eight years. Today, the time span be-
tweenintroduction and peak production of many consu-
merelectronic productsislikely to be aslittle as one to
three years. The economist Kenneth Boulding☂s view (as
quoted byToffler) is that a change which might take a
generation to accomplish in a non-literate society can
occurin daysina culture with mass communications.

Advancesin information technology
No one can doubt the significant contribution that
modern technologyin general, and information tech-

he Butler Cox Foundation
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nologyin particular, is making to the rapid changes
that are experienced today. Although much has been
achieved throughthe use of information technology,
the scene is set for an even greater impact upon
organisationallife and the nature of office work.
In a period oflittle more than 25 years, from the begin-
ning of the commercial application of computing up
to the present day, advancesin information technol-
ogy have been remarkable. Butler Cox has published
key indicators of these advances in previous Foun-
dation reports, examples of which are given here for
illustration.
Raw power-to-price performance of computing hard-
ware has improved on average by about 25 per cent
each year during the 25-year period of commercial
computing. The current worldwide population of
installed computers is about 125,000 mainframes,
one million minicomputers, and already four million
microcomputers. The number of computer terminals
installed is about seven million worldwide. Dr Louis
Robinson, Director of University Relations for IBM,
noting the growing penetration of terminals in busi-
ness, foresees the day whenevery job holderin the
information sector (already the majority of workers)
will be equipped with a terminal. Business microcom-
puters are proliferating and advancesin the ratio of
price to performance are substantial. Sinclair
announcedin early 1984 its QL microcomputerwith
128K memory,priced at about $600. Travellers Insur-
ance of Hartford, Connecticut, has ordered 25,000
IBM PCsforits agents. United Technology of Hamil-
ton, Connecticut, has placed a single order for 1,200
PCs, one for every senior executive.
Dr Richard Byrne believes the advent of the micro-
computerto be of suchsignificance thatall that has
gonebefore is in the pre-microcomputer age, andall
that followsis in the new microcomputer age, as he
discussed at the 1983 UK Foundation Conference.
Gordon Scarrott☂s opinion (Reference 2) is that we
have moved from an essentially how-to-do-it phase
into a what-to-do-with-it phase. Suppliers are many
and competition is fierce. Product life cycles are
shortening, as evidenced by Hewlett-Packard☂s deci-
sion not to release a planned enhancementtoits
HP3000 series (based on the Vision project) but to
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await instead the release of a new generation of com-
puters based on more advanced technology.
Although less spectacular, improvements in software
are also very significant. This is illustrated by the
increasing proportion of investmentin new informa-
tion systems which is accounted for by software
development and system implementation. In one
company, the hardware componentin a major new
information system investmentis worth less than ten
per cent of the total of about $30 million.
There is a growing trend towards software products
that are more suited to the needs of end users and
easier for them to use. Software tools that enable
users to develop their own applications are increas-
ingly evident. Improved software developmenttools
are also becoming readily available, and significant
improvements in the productivity of generated soft-
ware (up to 20-fold in some instances) are being
achieved.
All these developments are encouraging wider use
of information technology and fuelling the pace of
change.

THE EFFECTS OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
Despite frequent early traumas, most organisations
using information technology agreethat the effect has
been beneficial. Typical benefits include cost avoid-
ance, cost saving, improved standards of service,
improved ability to handle increasing volumesof bus-
iness, and improved competitiveness. To these bene-
fits must be added the contribution that information
technology can maketo solving problems that can-
not be solved effectively by other means. A good
example is international airline reservation systems,
which enable reliable and responsive attention to
travel needs. Another example is in banking, where
information technology has enabled the banks to han-
dle an increasing volume of money-transfer transac-
tions, both nationally and internationally, and to pro-
vide new and improved services suchasinternational
cash management. Systems like this, which are
largely taken for granted by the general public, would
have been impractical in any other way.

The application of information technology has already
advanced beyondthetraditional areas of administra-
tive and management information systems to new
areas suchasthe office and the customer interface.
Although there are still many batch applications,
online applications are growing rapidly in number.
Information systems are moving beyond the tradi-
tional boundaries of organisations. Customers
increasingly play a direct role in the operation of sys-
tems, for instance as seenin the introduction of auto-

mated tellers (ATMs), the use of videotex services for
data collection and orderentry, and the slowly emerg-
ing electronic funds transfer systems.
The implications of information technology
Information technology is currently passing through
a transitional stage typical of earlier technologies. At
first, a new technology assumes the guise of that
which it is replacing. The motor car, for example,
originally appeared as the horseless carriage. Later
the new technologyis applied in new,andoriginally
unforeseen, ways. Pava used the term adaptation, as
opposed to adoption, to illustrate the changing
emphasis, in his talk at the UK Foundation Confer-
ence in 1983. An example of adaptation is the use
of computer-aided design to prepare and assemble
individually tailored suits.
Often the new technologies are themselvesthe prime
cause of change. For example, Bjgrn-Andersen
(Reference3), in a study of five European banks,iden-
tified the technologyitself to be the most important
driving force behind the introduction of new systems.

The implications of all these developments are pro-
found. Information technology is enabling organisa-
tions to develop their business in new ways, and the
new technologies are contributing to new business
opportunities and ventures. For example, Verbrau-
cherbank in West Germanyis using the public video-
tex system to increase its market penetration with-
out extending its branch network.
The manin the street is becoming increasingly aware
of the potential of information technology and in-
creasingly familiar with it, through exposure to
devices such as automatedteller machines and home
computers. Governments are increasing their expen-
diture to spread the knowledge. Schools are acquir-
ing computer systems and providing basic training
in computing skills. Many parents are encouraging
their children to learn about computers, hoping that
such knowledgewill better equip them to face the
future.
Today, there is a growing trend for information tech-
nology to be used for less formal activities than
before, and by more non-specialist users. The impact
is particularly significant in the workplace. More and
more jobs are being affected ♥ often in waysthat
are hard to predict beforehand. Many examples have
been quotedof the unforeseen consquencesthat can
arise. At the 1983 UK Foundation Conference Bucha-
nan related the problem associated with the automa-
tion of a biscuit-making process. The doughman☂s job
was de-skilled to such an extent that he became
bored and careless and his skills eroded. This job
grade ceased being a source of supervisory and
junior managementtalent ♥ an aspect that had not
been foreseen and caused much concernto senior
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management. Another example is provided by Brit-
ish Leyland☂s car stock locating system for its dealer
network. The system enables dealers quickly to locate
cars that are available in the dealer network, so help-
ing them to improve their service to customers. The
dealers have been able as a result to cut back ontheir
ownstock holdings, a consequencethat had not been
foreseen.

THE EFFECTS ON ORGANISATIONAL
STRUCTURE, PROCEDURES AND JOBS
Information technology can provide organisations
with the opportunity for improving their structure and
procedures, yet often this opportunity is overlooked.
Whatis more, some organisations have developed,
through the use of information technology, organisa-
tional characteristics that make further change more
difficult to achieve.
There have been many studies and much comment
concerning the effects that information technology
has had on organisational life (see, for example, arti-
cles by Briefs, Reference 4; Bjérn-Andersen, Refer-
ences 3 and 5; Groholt, Reference 6; and Kraemer,
Reference 7). Insummary,their findings point to the
following trends:
♥Increasing formalisation, specialisation and stan-

dardisation of procedures.
♥Reinforcementof patterns of influence and power.
♥More cases of centralisation of power.
♥Morerational decisions taken within morerational

organisational structures.
♥General freezing of working methods and

practices.

There have also been many analyses published on
the effects of information technology on office jobs,
from which a general consensus of views can be
deduced.By wayofillustration, we summarise some
of the relevant research findings:

Effects on work skills
In his study of the effect on workskills of new infor-
mation systems implementedin five European banks,
Bjgrn-Andersen and his co-researchers found that
batch systems tendedto decrease task variety (Refer-
ence 3). Online systems, on the other hand, tended
to increaseit, often as a consequence of a smaller
series of tasks taking over from larger routine tasks.
The researchers also found that there was more on-
the-job learning with online systems, and that this was
associatedprimarily with the technical aspects of the
systems.

In contrast a fragmentationof skills, with an accom-
panyingloss-of-view of the whole activity, has been

The Butler Cox Foundation
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identified by Cooley (Reference 8). Pava reiterates
this. He claims experience suggests that users☂ think-
ing can becomeunconsciously constrained by what
appears on a visual display screen. As a conse-
quence,basic skills associated with original ways of
working deteriorate over time. As an example, Pava
identifies commodity dealers working with com-
puterised dealing systems.
Bjgrn-Andersen found that employees in the five
banks acquired a mechanistic attitude to work, with
the result that they were unable or unwilling to cope
with unexpected situations.
Effects on job content
There seemsto be almost universal agreementthat
information technology hasled to the eliminationof
some routine, boring and monotonoustasks. Groholt
(Reference6) refers positively to the way information
technology has solved problemsthat otherwise were
not capableof practical solution. However, there also
appears to be a consensusthat jobs have become
fragmented, with a corresponding loss of an overall
feel for the job.
Effects on job satisfaction
According to Bjgrn-Andersen, changes caused by
information systems have beeninsufficient either to
raise or lower levels of job satisfaction.
One commonareaof concernis that, increasingly,
people are losing control over the way they perform
their work. The fear is that work tempo is being set
by the technical componerit of systems and that
human activities are becoming subordinate to the
machine.
Jobs which have become morestructured have also
becomelessflexible, so job holders are less able to
respond to new requirements or unexpected events.
Employees have sometimesalsolost the ability, and
probably the desire, to take localinitiative. Anillus-
tration of this is the substantial reduction experienced
by some organisations in employees☂ support for
internal company suggestion schemes. Banks are
also reported to be concernedthat their branch staff
are becoming less able to respond to customers☂
needs becauseof constraints imposed by new infor-
mation systems.
Effects on supervision
The National Economic Development Office (NEDO)
has reported that supervisors☂ jobsare shifting from
controlling the people to controlling the process of
work. At the same time supervisors are losing detailed
knowledge about the work their subordinates are
doing.
The organisational consequences
From thesefindings, it is clear that experiences of
the effects of information technology on jobs are
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mixed. There is someindication that, despite little
specific attention, recent implementations of informa-
tion technology are an improvement on earlier
implementations, from the standpoint of job content.
Manyorganisations are becoming increasingly rigid
as a result of the way they have implementedinfor-
mation technology, and so are poorly equipped to
respond to an increasingly competitive and fluid
environment. The formalisation of structure and
procedure, a productof the skills, methods and tools
used for implementing information systems, has con-
tributed to this organisational rigidity. These charac-
teristics contrast with those described by Peters and
Watermanin their book ☁☁In Search of Excellence☝☂
(Reference 9) about their view of the best-run com-
panies in the United States. ☁☁Excellent companies...
keep things small, maintain a rich informal environ-
ment... facilitate organisational fluidity ... Tidiness is
sacrificed and efficiency is gained.☝

Future organisations
In his book ☜The Third Wave☂☂, Toffler describes the
characteristics of the new emerging organisations ♥
the third-wave organisations ♥ which have fewer
organisational layers. Layers consist of small
organisational components often linked together in
temporary structures, each component having its
ownrelationship with the outside world. Ferguson in
☜The Aquarian Conspiracy☂☂, (Reference 10) says that
there is a definite trend towards decentralising power
♥ to dismantling the organisational pyramid. Peters
and Waterman describe the concepts of organisa-
tional fluidity ♥ ☁☁adhocracy☂☂ as opposed to
bureaucracy, and ☜☁chunking☂☂. By ☁☁adhocracy☝☂ they
mean the ability to respond quickly to new require-
ments by establishing new and probably temporary
organisational structures and procedures. By ☁☜☁chunk-
ing☂ they mean creating small short-term and effec-
tive working groupsto investigate a problem or oppor-
tunity, and implementing solutions.

Manyof these organisational developments are in
response to a more segmented and rapidly chang-
ing marketplace, and the desire to respond success-

fully to the needs of customers in competitive situ-
ations.
Strassmann (Reference 11) claims that, to cope with
increasing variety, many organisations have deve-
loped complex internal procedures. Strassmann
measures procedural complexity by his so-called Par-
kinson Ratio ♥ the result of dividing the numberof
internal communications by the number of commu-
nications from customers. Forvery efficient organi-
sations the Parkinson Ratiolies in the range 20 to 30.
For service sector companies a range of 50to 80 is
usually the minimum. For public sector organisations
the range is from 100 to 300. Strassmann attributes
these large ratios to the numberof staff needed to
administer and control the organisation of infor-
mation.
Strassmannbelieves that it is possible to eliminate
the separation between managerial and operational
tasks. This, he believes, provides the greatest oppor-
tunity for improved productivity. Tasks would be com-
pleted by close co-ordination within small managea-
ble groups,located as close as possible to customers.
Organisations of this type, Strassmann believes,
would have a Parkinson Ratio of less than 10.
In summary, the organisational trends seem clear:
towards smaller, decentralised groups with reduced
managerial overheads. Information technology can
makea significant contribution towards, and in some
cases canfacilitate, organisational changesof this
sort.
However, there are two important aspects of change
that organisations need to understand. Oneis the
needto create the right environment for change to
occur. History supports the view that most organisa-
tions can usually accommodate change successfully
only on an incremental basis. Those organisations
that undertake major changewill require the best of
managementskills to meet successfully the challenge
of change. The second aspectis the need for organi-
sations to remain adaptable to continuing change.
Achieving this depends on choosing the appropriate
approach,tools and techniques, and on developing
the skills and understanding of employees.
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CHAPTER2
MAKING CHANGE WORK:THE INFLUENCEOF PEOPLE☂S BEHAVIOUR

In this chapter we review the behaviour of people at
work. Our purpose is to provide a base for under-
standing, upon which strategies for change can be
securely built.
The conclusion of those who have researched the
field is clear: organisations need to take accountof
people and their behaviour in order to make the most
of the opportunities when change is being under-
taken.

PEOPLE☂S BEHAVIOUR AT WORK
Webegin byidentifying people☂s attitudes to work by
reviewing pertinent behavioural theories. We also
review social and economic factors as far as they
affect people☂s behaviour at work.(A fuller discussion
of these theories can be found in Howarth☂s book,
Reference 12.)
Maslow☂s Hierarchy of Needs
Maslow☂s investigations have been widely quoted.
They were based on a study of healthy and mature
people. Maslow found that people☂s behaviour was
influenced verylargely by attempts to satisfy certain
needs. He arranged these needsinfive levels. Once
basic needsat the lowest level are satisfied, such as
the need for food and water, people☂s attention turns
to needs at successively higher levels.At the highest
level is what he termed ☁self-actualisation☂ ♥ the
need to make the most of one☂s individual potential.
lf needs at anyof the five levels are not met or are
frustrated, Maslow suggested,people suffer. Just as
surely as people☂s physical health suffers through
lack of nourishment, so their mental health suffers
if they are deprived of the opportunity to fulfil their
potential. Their performance will also suffer as a
result.
In Maslow☂s view, organisations cannot operate near
their optimum without their employees being given
the scope to satisfy their personal needs at the
highest level.

McGregor☂s Theory X and Theory Y
McGregor☂s researchesrelated to basic assumptions
that managers make about people, and their conse-
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quent effect on people☂s behaviour. McGregoriden-
tified two basic views which he termed ☁Theory X☂ and
☁Theory Y☂.
He found that much managerial policy and practice
reflected Theory X. This states that most people dis-
like work and avoid it if possible. They must there-
fore be controlled. They lack ambition, avoid respon-
sibility, seek security, and prefer being directed.
Managers operating according to Theory X assume
that people will not make an effort unless directed
and controlled.

McGregorhas suggestedthat the problem with a The-
ory X method of managementis that in practice it
actually encourages people to behaveasif they were
lazy and irresponsible. So he went on to suggestthat
people would work better if managed on

a

different
set of assumptions, those of Theory Y. According to
this theory, people want to work because work can
be a source of great satisfaction. If a person takes
pride in his work, he will motivate and control him-
self. Pride and commitment depend on what a per-
son gets out of a job ♥ and the most significant
rewardsare not financial. When someonetakespride
in his job, he gladly accepts and even seeks respon-
sibility. Ability to use initiative and imagination in solv-
ing work problems is not confined to a few high-
calibre people. The way work is organised and
managedtaps only a small proportion of the average
person☂s potential.
McGregor assertsthat, if a manager works accord-
ing to this view of people, his subordinates will
respondbytaking responsibility and working hard for
the successof their organisation.

Herzberg☂s Motivators and Hygiene Factors
Herzberg☂s approach, in contrast, was to focus on
the nature of the jobs that people do and theeffect
that job content and context can have on perfor-
mance. Herzberg emphasised the differences in
causesof satisfaction on the one hand anddissatis-
faction on the other.

Lasting satisfaction comes from factors to do with
the nature or content of work:the inherent interest
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of the work, the challengesit provides, the responsi-
bility it carries, and the opportunities for personal
achievement, development and self-respect. It is
these factors, labelled motivators by Herzberg, that
create willing effort. (They are equivalent to those of
Maslow☂s higher-level needs.)
Dissatisfaction, on the other hand,results from fac-
tors associated with the context of the job, such as
the nature of company policy and administration,
managerial and supervisory practices, humanrela-
tionships, working conditions, and the amount, secu-
rity and system of pay. Herzberg referred to these
as hygiene factors. (Hygiene in the medical sense
helps prevent disease, but does notpositively gener-
ate health.) People maynot bedissatisfied if they feel
well paid and well managed and if they work in
pleasant surroundings, but these factors alonewill not
motivate them to give of their best. They may go on
doing their job, but managers wouldstill have to con-
tinue using the stick or carrot, in McGregor☂s terms,
to ensure the minimum effort required by the organi-
sation. (We discuss job enrichment in more detail on
page 12.)
The relevance of the theories
The behavioural theories of Maslow, McGregor and
Herzberg havetheir limitations. Nonetheless, they are
relevantin practice. They suggest that, far from work-
ing best when directed and controlled, most people
workbestif their managers encourage them to use
and develop their skills and contribute their
experience to the success of the organisation.

Thesefindings are not new. What makes them perti-
nent todayis the effects that changing economic and
social conditions are having in the industrialised
western world. These changes are influencing peo-
ple☂s attitudes towards work and their behaviourat
work, and increasing the relevance of the theories
we have reviewed.

CHANGES IN THE WORK ENVIRONMENT
It is easy for those of us wholive in the developed
nations of the world to overlook how well-off people
are. Standardsofliving generally continue to improve,
although there has been some slow-downin recent
years. There are few really poor people in Western
Europe. The economic need for employment is
decreasing. The well-established welfare systems are
largely able to provide for those in true need.
Changesin education
People are becoming educated to a higher level and
in different ways, asillustrated in Figure 2.1.

Methodsof teaching are today less authoritarian than
in the past, with increasing emphasis being placed
on developing the ability to learn, and to applying in
practice whatis taught. The result is people who are
more questioning than submissive, more able to
decide for themselves, more individualistic; and at the
same time, less compliant and accommodating.

 

Figure 2.1
Great Britain  
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The effects on people at work
In this report, we can only give a few indicators of
the totality of economic and social changethat is
occuring. The point is that much of this changeis
being brought into workinglife.
Because our basic needs are now catered for most
of the time, they have becomeless of a concern. To
put it bluntly, people at work can no longer betreated
as a commodity. There is also much legislation and
trade union presence to provide a measure of job
security. Better education is producing individuals
who demand morethanin the past, and whose needs
are lesslikely to be metby rigidly defined jobs. Their
questioning attitudes are being brought to the work
place. Roeber, for instance, believes that organisa-
tions are losing the power to coerce employeesinto
the modes of behaviour that organisations would
prefer (Reference 13).
There is evidenceof a growinganti-workattitude. As
onehighly articulate and educated student expressed
it: ☁I will contribute verylittle to the grossnessof the
national product☝. The trendis illustrated by those
who chooseto follow

a

lifestyle of voluntary simplic-
ity, and by the growing number whoprefer the dole
queueto the job. These expressionsof behaviourare
at present materialising only amongst the minority,
yet negative attitudes are also evident in many who
continue to work, in the form of absenteeism, late-
ness, and apparent sickness.
At first sight, it may appear that McGregor☂s Theory
X approachis called for to manage such workers. But
whatis neededin practice is not increasing control
and direction. Rather, the need is to elicit people☂s
positive enthusiasm.
It is clear that organisations need to learn ways of
eliciting voluntary commitment. Few people can be
reliably motivated by money to work hard. In
Howarth☂s view,it is important ☁☁to pay attention to
everything which encourageswilling effort and makes
it possible for people to use their initiative and
experience, not just day-by-day in their jobs, but in
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shaping their organisation's response to the chang-
ing world in whichit operates☝☂.

HUMAN FACTORS AND ORGANISATIONAL
HEALTH
There is an analogy to be drawn from the medical
field that is pertinent to the topic of human factors
in organisationallife. Concern has arisenin the med-
ical profession that medicine has becometoo tech-
nical. Doctors too often have turned to prescribing
drugs or recommending surgical treatment. Too often
it is the symptomsthat are treated, rather than the
causes. To counteract the tendency, a growing num-
ber of medical practitioners are exploring the concept
of holistic health ♥ taking account of the needs of
the whole person.
Similarly, the holistic health of organisations can be
seen as dependentonall the factors that condition
the success of organisational endeavour. Among
those factors are the human ones. Rene McPherson,
chairman of Dana, is quoted by Peters and Water-
manasclaiming that almost everybody agrees that
☜yeople are our most important asset☂, yet almost
nonereally practise it. Those organisations that strive
for success and achieve it are noted for the atten-
tion they give to their employees☂ needs. One well-
known example, Procter and Gamble, has been
guidedby the principle of its founders: ☜☁the interests
of the organisation and its employees are insepara-
bly connected☂.
The real stimulus comes from work that provides
interest, challenge and scope, and from managers
who treat people as adults, encouraging them to
developtheir skills and to use them effectively. The
challenge for managementis to release the poten-
tial of its employees based on cooperation and earned
respect, rather than compulsion. To succeed ina
competitive and unpredictable world, organisations
need to makefull use of their employees☂ ideas and
experience when deciding upon changesthat are
needed.
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MANAGING THE CHANGES CAUSED BY NEW SYSTEMS

From the standpointof the users, introducing a new
computer system inevitably spells some degree of
change.In this chapterwefirst review howin the past
organisations typically havefailed to take full account
of human factors when designing and implementing
new information systems. We go onto identify how
users☂ commitment can be obtained, and consider
early experiences with approachesto the manage-
ment of changethat are built upon user involvement.
Wealso briefly review job design and the benefits of
accommodating users☂ on-the-job experience and
learning. Finally, we examine a possible model for
managing changethat appearsto provide significant
advantages.
Although early experiences are varied, a growing
numberof organisations today are using approaches
aimed at accommodating organisational and human
factors. Advancesin softwarefacilities are occurring
that enable technical components of systems to be
developed more quickly and effectively than before,
and that support users☂ needs for the purpose of
experimenting. In future, more organisations will take
the opportunity provided by these advances.

FAILINGS OF CONVENTIONAL APPROACHES
At the end of the previous chapter weindicated the
benefits that organisations could obtain by makingfull
use of employees☂ experience and ideas to help the
process of change. The extent to which managers
take advantage of the opportunity will largely depend
on the way changeis introduced.

Typically, change brought about by information sys-
tems is technically oriented and imposed upon
people.
The Foundation has already addressed the topic of
systems development methods in Foundation Report
No. 25. In that report, comparisons were made
between two ways of viewing the system develop-
mentprocess:the traditional, ☁closed-system☂-view,
which sees a system as essentially a closed assem-
bly of technological components surrounded by a
well-defined boundary; and the emerging ☁open-
system☂ view, which sees a system as an ever-

changing organism in which different components
interact with and modify each other.

Those whotake a closed-system view strive to define
the boundary of the system fully and completely. In
the changeprocess,they concentrate on making pre-
selected technology work within a fixed specification.
The change processis undertaken by specialists and
highly skilled technicians. The emphasis is on the
engineering of the system.
Although most of those responsible for developing
systems have progressed from thestrictly closed
view of systems, their development approaches have
originated from that view andarestill rooted in that
way of thinking. That this origin prevails is apparent
from widely reported observations of thefailings of
current change processes. We summarise these
observations in the paragraphsthat follow, drawing
on the findings of Land et al (Reference 14), Bjgrn-
Andersenet al (Reference 3) and Docherty (Refer-
ence 15).
Organisational and human aspects are given
limited attention
Often existing work organisation and job content are
not seriously questioned. Few attempts are made to
challenge or seek to change the current work organi-
sation, work roles or communications channels. The
result is that new systems are expectedtofit the
organisation and few job changes are expected.
Moreover, managementservices staff often expect
other departments to be responsible for work design
and job content, although these other departments
often rate their own influence as small at best.
Technical systems designers often see the technol-
ogy as a meansoftightening up processes and proce-
dures, so overcoming problemsthat they perceive to
be caused by the weaknesses of people.
Usually when computer-based systems are imple-
mentedthere is no intention of changing the organ-
isation. When change doesoccurit is usually unfore-
seen, often impairing the normal functioning of the
system, and taking both designers and usersby sur-
prise. The scope of the change processasit gener-
ally exists today is illustrated in Figure 3.1.
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The design process hasa technical emphasis
Conventional approachesto system designare often
heavily biased towards obtaining the best use of the
technology. Computer specialists often pay more
attention to the technical components of a system
than to ensuring that the resulting system is effective.
Job design is given limited attention
In practice, job designis usually limited to the physi-
cal design of dialogues. (Job design methods are not
usually taught to trainee designers.)
Methods of compensation emphasise technical
merit
Designers and implementers are judged more on the
technical excellence of a system design than onits
effect on the organisation. Often, tight project dead-
lines positively discourage management services
staff from explaining alternative designs and their
potential impact on the organisation.
Evaluation and learning is very limited
Methods of system design often exclude measures
to evaluate systems after implementation and to
accommodate changesas a result of users☂ learn-
ing and increasing competence.

Users who have contributed to the design do not see
the consequencesof their contribution until after a
long development cycle. So the link is weakened
between design decisions madeby or with users, and
the resulting operational system. Users☂ learningis
weakened as a result.
Training and communication are limited
Training and communication are usually included in
the change process, though often only to a limited
extent. System designers☂ perception oftrainingis fre-
quently one of merely instructing people in the use
of equipment and other technical components of a
system. The normisto tell employees at the outset
that something is happening, filling in the details later
on.
End-user influence is limited
Those with most influence on system design are
primarily the management and staff of management
services departments, and only secondarily the user
managers.
This problem is probably exacerbated by the appar-
ent lack of suitable mechanismsfor users to articu-
late their views and make their choices.

 Figure 3.1 The scope of the systems design process
This figure illustrates how, in the conventional systems design process, the systems designer's main focus is on the technical aspect
of systemsdesign (shaded,in theillustration). The technical aspect is only a part of the process however. The remaining parts (shown
unshaded) include organisation design, and work design.
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INVOLVING PEOPLE IN THE PROCESS OF
CHANGE
The way changeis introduced can affect people☂s
behaviour. As predicted by Maslow☂s hierarchy of
needs and Herzberg☂s motivators and hygiene fac-
tors, omitting people☂s contributions ultimately dimin-
ishes their satisfaction. Those end users having no
responsibility in the change process regard change
as none of their concern. As a result they give the
appearance of behaving irresponsibly ♥ either by
passively acquiescing orby overtly resisting change.
Resistance is perhaps the most commonreaction of
people when change is imposed upon them.
Resistance manifests itself in many ways, from
openly negative reactions such as withdrawal of
labour, open hostility and defiance, to covert ways
such as absenteeism, apathy, and reduced quality of
work. People who resist change are well able to
undermine the effectiveness of a new system, and
to repeal decisions that others have made ontheir
behalf once these others have left the scene.

In contrast to this bleak scenario, the process of
change can be presented as potentially exciting,
challenging, and stimulating, eliciting quite a differ-
ent response from those affected. People who are
given a chance to usetheir ideas and experience
responsibly are mostlikely to work for success.
The need for involvement
It follows that managers implementing change should
involve those whoare affected, in order to gain their
commitment. Change then becomessomething that
they are part of, something that they regard astheir
own, and something that they want to succeed. They
will work harder at solving problems and improving
the chancesof success. Involvementalso helps those
responsible for change to get the benefit of people☂s
ideas and day-to-day knowledge. This is particularly
important as information technology affects more and
more end users and impacts in waysthat are increas-
ingly hard to predict.

Evidence for people's desire for involvement comes
from a survey of 450 staff in one organisation in West
Germany, reported by Oppermann and Tepper(Refer-
ence 16). Of those surveyed:

♥79 per cent advocated joint discussion of
proposals.

♥74 per cent wanted joint decision-making.
♥85 per cent favoured direct participation, with the

use of representatives as second choice.-
♥62 per cent said that the absenceof.opportunities

to influence decision-making was an important rea-
son for their non-participation

10

Although the survey supported the desire for involve-
ment, it also indicated that the staff were resigned
to a lack of genuine opportunities for involvement: 64
per cent of those surveyed thought that their
superiors☂ decisions would prevail.

The increasing desire for involvementis also indi-
cated in Bjgrn-Andersen☂s study, which noted that 79
per cent of clerical staff in savings banks in the
Netherlands in 1977 wantedto influence the system
development process, compared with only 30 per
cent in 1974. Eason, however,puts slightly differ-
ent emphasis on the demandfor involvement(Refer-
ence 17). He believes that people are becoming
increasingly aware of change and wantto take steps
to controlit. Furthermore, he believes, people are
becoming morecertain of their needs. No longeris
it necessary to be an expert to know whatone wants.
Engberg (Reference 18) believes that data process-
ing specialists should prepare themselves for
developing information systems on users☂ terms,
adding that specialists ☁☁must expectthere to be less
and less enthusiasm (for specialists☂ work) among a
large section of society☂☂.

Many others are adding their voices to the call for
involvement. Mulder (Reference 19) describesinvolve-
mentas ☜☁the mostvital organisational problem of our
time . . . It will change the leadership function of the
more powerful, and new structures for leadership,
decision-making, and communicationswill develop. .
. For the individual members,feelings of well-being and
their sense ofself-realisation are related to participa-
tion and its consequences.☂☂ Den Hertog (Reference
20) believes involvement ☜☁is a form of democracythat
may have more relevance and advantage to
employees than say a workers☂ director☂☂.
Margolis (Reference 21) addshis voice to the propo-
nents for involvement, He has found that ☁☁non-
participation at work among a sample of over 1,400
workers was the most consistent and significant
predictor andindicatorof strain and job-related stress.
It wasalsosignificantly related to health risk factors,
such as escapist drinking, depressed mood, and low
job satisfaction☝.
Besides these, many other arguments have beenput
forward supporting involvementin the change process,
and particularly in the change processassociated with
implementing information technology. The latent need
for involvementis more pervasive than is commonly
thought. Thecall for involvementis expressed increas-
ingly within the context of change. Changeoften results
from the application of information technology.

Difficulties with involving users
In practice, gaining the constructive involvementof
usersis notat all easy. There are two general areas
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of difficulty. One concerns the early difficulties
experienced both by users and technicians in mak-
ing the transition to new ways of working. Everyone
is learning and time is needed to allow the learning
to take place. The second areaofdifficulty concerns
today☂s methods and techniques, still largely based
ontraditional approaches,that are used to design the
technical components of systems. What is needed
are methods and techniques conforming moreto the
open-systems view described in Foundation Report
No. 25, System Development Methods. Several inves-
tigators, when reporting studies of both socio-
technical and participative approaches to involve-
ment in change, haveidentified difficulties encoun-
tered in practice. Thesedifficulties are summarised
in the paragraphs that follow.

Time and costs increase
There are penalties in time and costs which appear
to be much higherthan with a conventional approach.
The analysis and design processes seem to require
greater effort, because the scopeofanalysis is wider.
Theparticipatory process requires time for resolving
conflicts and disagreements. Time is also required
for users and designers to learn the basic skills
needed for effective involvement.

Methods for involving users are inadequate
Mostparticipative methods, such asthe use of steer-
ing groups, concentrate on creating and maintaining
organisational structures for managing the process
of change.Often they neglect the need to involve peo-
ple practically in the design and construction of com-
puter systems. Methods of system development
usually spotlight certain elements of a system. These
elements becomethe focusof discussions between
users and designers while other aspects become visi-
ble only at the end of the process. So the areas in
which involvement actually takes place can be
limited.

Users are mainly sceptical
The attitude of users to involvement varies widely
from goodwill to hostility. In the main, users are scep-
tical and critical ♥ often because their past
experienceleads them to believe that in practice their
influence is minimal. Ensuring the right balance of
influence and control is no easy matter. Users
become disenchanted when they perceive their
involvement to be merely a gesture. Technical peo-
ple, on the other hand, feel their prerogative to be
threatened when users take a leading role.

Managementattitudes are negative
Managers☂values, attitudes and behaviour often are
underlying causesofdifficulty, and can inhibit a con-
structive approach to resolving the difficulties that
inevitably arise in the early use of participative
approaches.
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Opportunities for user influence is limited
Becauseof time pressures, users in practice often
have a limited time-window during which they can
influence the design.
Roles are misunderstood
It is often difficult for participants in a multi-
disciplinary team to understand one another☂s role
and problems, and what each is able to achieve.
Users☂ understanding of the needfor information and
its relevance to the design of the technical compo-
nents of a system often falls short of the designers☂
usual desire for precise and specific answersto their
questions.
Designers find it hard to alter roles
Technicalstaff often havedifficulty in adopting a role
of assisting users, rather than being assisted by them.
Designers are more familiar with anticipating the
interests of users and taking decisions which they
believe to be in the interests of users, without first
consulting them.
Designers☂ attitudes are negative
Designers often regard the contributionsof users as
naive, short-sighted and obsolete. The designers☂
desire to design components of systems that are
technically interesting is often more important to them
than are users☂ ideas.
Skills required by users take time to acquire
It may be difficult for users to adjust their thinking
from the orientation of their normaljobs to the more
reflective and analytical one required for effective
involvement. Users are often not familiar with mak-
ing explicit their ideas and expectations. Users also
usually lack experience in problem-solving. Timeis
required to allow users to learn and adapt.
Participants are unused to handling conflicts
effectively
It is difficult for users to understand systems termi-
nology, especially in the early stages, and for system
designers to understand business and operational
needs. Users and technical staff alike are generally
inexperienced in resolving constructively and effec-
tively the conflicts that are likely to arise. The
approachis often one of appeasement rather than
resolution.

ALTERNATIVE APPROACHESTO JOB DESIGN
To realise the potential benefits of changeit is impor-
tant to attend both to job design and work organi-
sation.

In this section we begin by reviewing the conventional
scientific management approach to the design of
jobs. Next we look at two more recently developed
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approachesto job design: job enrichment and the
socio-technical approach. Finally we describe an
evolutionary strategy for the process of changethat
has been proposed by K D Eason.
Scientific management approach
Thetraditional scientific management approachto job
design is mostly associated with the principles
expoundedby Frederick Winslow Taylor at the begin-
ning of the twentieth century. The approach has as
its objective the maximisation of prosperity for both
employee and employer, by encouraging employees
to work harder. According to Taylor, ☁☁All possible
brain work should be removed from the shop floor
and centredin the planningor laying-out department.
In my system the workeris told minutely what he is
to do and howheis to doit, and any improvement
he makesupontheinstructions given to him is fatal
to success.☝

UnderTaylorism, jobs are broken downintotheir sim-
plest components. First they are timed, then slow and
redundant actions removed. Pay-rates are set accord-
ingly. Employees are selected ☁scientifically☂ and
trained to suit the requirements of the job. Motiva-
tion is provided by the prospects of high earnings.
Scientific management hasinfluenced the design of
many jobs ♥ clerical as well as manual, and even
managerial. The approach is the foundation of the
work-simplification school. According to Howarth, it
is based onthe ☜illusory hope of making the unpredic-
table predictable and of controlling the uncon-
trollable☝☂.

The de-skilled and tedious jobs created by the
approach have had manyunfortunate effects rang-
ing from lax performance to sabotage. Some of the
organisational consequencesare absenteeism, late-
ness, sickness, high employee turnover, high require-
ment and training costs.
R F Hoxie (Reference 22), writing in 1915,is reported
to have said that most of those applying scientific
managementdid not recognise the humanitarian and
social problems they were creating, nor that these
problems were undermining the potential economic
benefit.

More recently other approachesto job design have
become popular, each looking at the relationship
between people and tasks. The two mostinfluential
and most frequently used are job enrichment and the
socio-technical approach.

The job enrichment approach
Job enrichmentoriginated in the work of Frederick
Herzberg (see page 5) and has been widely used for
manual, clerical and managerial jobs. It aims to
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increase people☂s motivation, and therebytheir effi-
ciency, by increasingjob satisfaction.It concentrates
on the content of jobs and deliberately tries to
improve the interest, challenge and responsibility of
work. In outline, the process of job enrichment
involves:

♥lIdentifying jobs where problems of motivation
seem to be causing performance problems.

♥Analysing the jobsto identify the scopefor improv-
ing work interest and responsibility.

♥Determining which specific improvements to
introduce ♥ often using creative thinking (brain-
storming) sessions involving line managers, inter-
nal and external advisers, trade union represen-
tatives and other job holders.

♥Evaluating the feasibility and advantages of the
ideas from the motivational as well as practical
points of views, and selecting the changes to be
introduced.

♥Allowing people time to try out the new ways of
working as and whentheyfeel able.

♥lIntroducing the changes over an experimental
period typically as long as a year, often using
☁before☂ and ☁after☂ measures of job satisfaction
and productivity, in both experimental and control
groups.

♥Evaluating the changes and deciding whether to
introduce them more widely.

Job enrichmentis illustrated by the work of J Hack-
man and G Oldham. Their job characteristics model
for improving the jobs of maintenance programmers
has been reported in EDP Analyzer, May 1983. The
approach has been criticised, however, notably by
Howarth. Practical problems haveincludedfailure to
involve job-holders andtrade unionsin the design of
new jobs, an over-readiness to accept technological
constraints, and over-concentration on the job con-
tent without due consideration of the potential
organisational changesor the practical implications.
Nevertheless the principles of job enrichment have
proved well-founded and have been embedded in
other approaches, of which the socio-technical
approach is perhaps the best known.

The socio-technical approach
The socio-technical approach, which originated in
researchat the Tavistock Institute in London,involves
analysing both the social system (the way people are
organised whenworking onthe technical system) and
the so-called technical system, and also the interac-
tion betweenthe two. The socio-technical approach
attempts to seek the best match betweensocial and
technical systems.Its rising popularity is due to grow-
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ing dissatisfaction with the job enrichment approach
and a widening recognition of the significance of tech-
nology.
To some practitioners the socio-technical approach
is a broad approach. To others it is a particular
method. Indeed, somepractitioners have developed
very specific methods which they label socio-
technical. Two examples are the socio-technical
method described by Pava at the 1983 UK Butler Cox
Foundation Conference and the participative
approach of Mumford (References 23 and 24). The
guiding principles of the socio-technical approach are
that:
♥Thereis a whole range of workable social systems

for any one technical system.
♥Using cohesive and autonomousgroups,a feature

of the approach, makesfor higher job satisfaction,
commitment and productivity.

♥|t is best to design social and technical systems
together.

♥A socio-technical system cannotbeisolated from
its environment,so it is necessaryto relate the two.

♥People affected by change should have a say in
the formulation of change.

♥Emphasising the technical system at the expense
of the social system (or vice versa) jeopardises the
outcome.

CONSIDERATIONS IN JOB DESIGN
Two important considerations in job design are the
man-machine interface and adaptive learning.

The man-machine interface
An important element of job designis the interface
between manand machine. This subject has proba-
bly received more attention from researchers than
any other aspect of human engineering. There is a
great deal of experience and a wealth of published
material on the principles involved. However,it is
worth drawing attention to one particular aspectof
the design of jobs.

A characteristic of many jobs affected by automation
is the loss of control that workers experience over
pacing their work. As office workers become more
dependent on automation, so this problem will
become more prominent, and designingthe interface
between man and machine will become more
important.

Docherty (Reference 25) has reported on research
at IBM into response time and users☂ effectiveness.
Docherty☂s research, based on earlier work by SJ
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Boies on the use of interactive computing services,
is now referred to as Boies☂ phenomenon. The
research has demonstrated that decreases in system
response time can disrupt the human thought
process. Whenresponsetimesshorten,users strug-
gle to stay abreast of the system. This can result in
deteriorating mental activity and a lossof efficiency,
often leading to errors and sometimes to emotional
upsets. As interactive systems become more
widespread, Boies☂ phenomenonwill become more
prominent, encouraging further need to balance men-
tal activity and computing activity in job design.
Adaptive learning
A second important provision of good job design is
the capacity to accommodateusers☂ experience. The
needforthisis illustrated by the work of Turoff and
Hiltz (Reference 26) in connectionwith their research
into computer conferencing. They conclude that the
choice of features that users found most useful
changeswith experience. Users whocited increased
effectiveness of computer conferencing over face-
to-face communications were those having more con-
ferencing experience. The key conclusion of the
research wasthe need to allow systems to change
as users learn.
Curley and Pyburn (Reference 27) also concludethat
the ability to absorb changeis a key factor in suc-
cessful job design. People who learn to use computer-
based systems continueto learn, and they also devise
their own methods of use. Curley and Pyburn refer
to this as adaptive learning. They have frequently
found that organisations define the use of their sys-
tems too narrowly, and so lose the benefits of adap-
tive learning.
Adaptive learning demands a continuous re-
evaluation of needs, and a shift in emphasis away
from the common approach of finding fault and
attributing blame.

THE EVOLUTIONARY DESIGN PROCESS
We nowturn our attention to a new approachto the
process of change. It is one that is becoming increas-
ingly relevant and realisable, and that appearsto offer
a basis for achieving change effectively by building
an organisation that is more responsive to a chang-
ing environment.

Evolutionary design process: the third stage in
system design
The evolutionary design process has been described
by Eason (Reference 28) whoseesit as a third stage,
beyond the conventional design process(thefirst
stage) and participative design (the second stage).
Before explaining the evolutionary design process, we
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first summarise Eason☂s view of the two earlier
stages.

The major characteristics of the conventional design
process are presented in Figure 3.2. The dominant
themein this process is putting together a working
technical system. End usersare typically not involved
until the system is being implemented. Learning from
the consequencesof the system☂s implementationis
used only to ameliorate the effects that have been
suffered, by accommodating them within other
organisational systems and by the users adapting to
the situation. Through a succession of design deci-
sions a system is gradually developed which achieves
something specific. At the same time someofits
potential is lost.

One step beyond the conventional design processis
the participative approach, which has been described
by Mumford. The general characteristics of this
approach are presentedin Figure 3.3. In contrast to
the conventional approach, end users are included
in steering and design. The overall aim is to
encourageusersto participate in the creation of the
system throughout the design process. But, although
user-involvement is essential, Eason☂s viewis thatit
can bedifficult to manage.
The third stage is Eason☂s evolutionary design
process. Eason believes evolutionary design to be
increasingly practical in the light of current and fore-
seen technological developments. (His design
processis described in ☁☁Behaviour and Information
Technology☝ and summarised in the remaining pages

 

Figure 3.2 Organisational learning in conventional
systems design
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Figure 3.3 Organisational learning in the typical
participative approach
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of this chapter, with permission of the publishers: see
reference 28.) The aim is to enable an organisation to:
♥ Determine future opportunities and/or demands.
♥Establish the most desirable way of organising

future tasks and working environment.
♥Select the most appropriate forms of technology

to support the chosen form of organisation.
Figure 3.4 identifies the main characteristics of an
evolutionary design process. The process is based
on a technologythat regularly transmits information
about needs and problemsfrom users to designers,
and that helps users learn in an evolutionary way
about system facilities and how to exploit them.
The approach recognisesthat organisational learn-
ing about technology and adaption mustbeginslowly,
then progessively evolve. It aims to ensure that the
system developmentpathfollows a similar pattern,
so that organisational learning can direct systems
development. An important aspectis that the systems
developmentprocessis able to accommodate organ-
isational learning. Eason believes thatthe traditional
approach to system design prevents adequate atten-
tion to organisational and human factors. User
involvementhelps,but in practice users haveinsuffi-
cient time to become acquainted with the intended
system and its potential effects. The evolutionary
model overcomesthis problem by enabling organisa-
tional learning to feed the ongoing design.
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Figure 3.4 Organisationallearning in evolutionary
systems development
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The strategy that Eason has developed to support and
promote evolutionary design contains three mutually
dependent strands:
♥Atechnical system undergoing development and

evolution.
♥System usage whichis also growing with time.
♥Formsof user involvement which serve the dual

functions of enabling users to participate in design
activities and to be supported in system usage.

Figure 3.5 illustrates the three strands together with
seven maior activities that each strand leadsto in the
system development process. The major activities are
described briefly in the paragraphs thatfollow.

1. User involvement
The mechanismsfor involving users depend, amongst
other things, on the organisation☂s culture, industrial
relations, and existing user groups. The generalrules
are to ensurethatall those affected are involved in
some capacity, that representatives maintain good
contact with those whom they represent, and that
users are involved in those aspects of design for
which they have experience.
2. Pilot systems
Using low-cost and easily implemented small-scale
systems(pilot systems) enables users to experiment
and learn. The objective is to provide users with an
experience which enables them to specify the serv-
ice they require ♥ it is not designedto test and prove
a service for wider implementation.
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3. Trials and experiments
Pilot systems provide the vehicle for users to con-
sider many different design issues concerning, for
example, job design, work organisation, and man-
machine dialogues. Pilot systems also enable users
to becomefamiliar with issues of system usage, such
as the consequencesfor jobskills, numbersof jobs,
and job grades. Through experiment, users can learn
to cope with the system without the normal anxieties.
4. Structured design exercises
It is necessary, according to Eason,to structure the
process by which the experience gained from pilot
systemsis used to take decisions. He suggests a four-
stage procedure for considering possible work
designs, such asthesiting of terminals in an office:

♥Stage 1: Eliciting alternative solutions. (External
advisers may be necessary to identify other
options and to encourage users to present their
ideas.)

♥Stage 2: Generating the criteria to evaluate the
options and to rank them.

 Figure 3.5 Methodsof evolutionary systems development
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♥Stage 3: Evaluating the options. (The experience
of users with the pilot systems and with their work-
ing environment can be very useful in judging the
viability of alternatives.)

♥Stage 4: Elaborating and testing the favoured
option.

5. Progressive implementation offacilities
In Eason☂s modelthe provision of system facilities is
a continuing process, allowing the system to evolve
as users learn and as the definition of their needs
evolves. The learning comes from the trials and
experiments as well as from the evaluation studies
and organisational learning that is associated with the
operational system.
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6. User evaluation studies
This is a relatively formal procedure to ensure learn-
ing by people at all levels in an organisation. The
evaluations address aspects such as the quality of
the information service, how well it fits the tasks,its
easeof use, the effectiveness of the support for the
user and the content of the jobs.

7. User support and learning
Supporting users and responding to their learning
requires an ability, throughout the life of the system,
to accommodate changing requirements arising from
the learning.
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CHAPTER 4
MANAGEMENT AND TRADE UNION ISSUES

In this chapter we review, in broad terms, manage-
ment styles in the context of introducing change.
Senior management☂s attitudes and behaviour are
important in determining whether staff reach their
potential, and in improving employees☂ jobs and moti-
vation.
We also review the attitudes to change of trade
unions in Europe, looking particularly at attitudes to
information technology, and the generallegislative
framework. Despite significant national differences,
the overall trend amongst trade unions is to pay
increasing attention to issues arising from informa-
tion technology.

MANAGEMENTSTYLE
Information technology is now associated with much
of the changethat is occurring within organisations.
There is sometimes a tendency to associate nega-
tive consequences of changes,including resistance,
with the technologyitself or with the methods of the
change agents. Although there may be a direct con-
nection between resistance and methods, the under-
lying problemsare likely to be more fundamental.
Land et al (Reference 14), in their study of change
within the plants of a vehicle-ccomponents manufac-
turer, found the primary factorinfluencing the accept-
ability of new systems to be each plant☂s history of
industrial relations. Introducing information technol-
ogy broughtinto the open the underlying problems.
These underlying problems appearto relate specifi-
cally to the way people are treated by management.
Industrial relations problemsare often the manifesta-
tion of past management malpractice.

Employee andindustrial relations appear to be the
product of management behaviour andstyle, which
in turn are founded on the apparent attitudes of senior
management. In their investigations into excellent
American companies, Peters and Waterman found
plenty of evidence indicating that the attitudes of the
senior executives determine a company☂s culture and
success. Prominent amongst those values is that
associated with the utilisation of human potential.
Chester Barnard, president of New Jersey Bell, has
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asserted that the leader☂s role is to ☜☁harness the
social forces in the organisation, to shape and guide
values☂☂. Peters and Watermanfoundthat ☁☁the excel-
lent companiesare abovealll, brilliant on the basics.
Theylisten to employees and treat them like adults.
The excellent companies require and demandextra-
ordinary performance from the average man.☂ Rene
McPherson, former chairman of Dana, urged atten-
tion to the ☁care, feeding and unshackling of the aver-
age man☂.

Whatever one☂s personalattitudes may be, the mes-
sage clearly is that some organisations, and particu-
larly those which appear on many counts to be suc-
cessful, pay very careful attention to the human
dimension. P Strassman of Xerox Corporation once
said that the real gains can only come from the peo-
ple: ☁Human work needs must beputin front of the
technology☝☂.
Buchananof the Scottish Business School supports
the key influence of managementattitudes in the way
human factors are regarded by management. He
believes that effective management of change
depends on a fundamental and irreversible change
in managementattitude.

Summarising, it is management values, and manage-
ment behaviour and styles of leadership, that deter-
mine the degree to which organisations succeed in
using people effectively. Moreover, it is the same
management values that determine how construc-
tively people are brought in to the process of change.
To overcomethe practical problems that may arise
in involving people requires a positive management
attitude and desire to make the most of people☂s
potential. Those companiesthat are judged to be suc-
cessful, even excellent, take the matter seriously.
Theystrive to enhance people☂s contribution and to
provide motivating jobs.

THEATTITUDES OF TRADE UNIONS
The underlying concern of trade unions about infor-
mation technologyis its impact on health and safety,
and its impact on the number and content of jobs.
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Involvementwith information technology
Concern about the numberof jobs has been accen-
tuated by the recession of the early 1980s ♥ theworstto hit the developed countries since before the
second world war. Although, asis often claimed, infor-mation technology can create employment, the gains
hardly match the losses, and the gapislikely to widen
in the future.
In their well-knownstudy for the French government
in the 1970s, Nora and Minc estimated a 30 per centloss of jobs in banking and insurance caused by com-puterisation. They also reported a 25 per centlossin retail jobs in West Germanyarising from the useof electronic point-of-sale equipment. It is now widelyaccepted thatincreasing unemploymentis inevitable,given stagnant economiesand the use ofinformationtechnology for productivity gains. According toCooley, at least 30 per centof the United Kingdom'sthree million clerical workers will be dispensed withby 1990.
In a recent study by the National Economic Develop-ment Office in the United Kingdom (Reference 29),15 information systems projects were examined. Twohad no effect on numbers employed; threeinhibitedgrowth in employment; one resulted in a trebling ofemployment over a four-year period; and nineresulted in significant job losses. In the nine projectsthat led to job losses, normally between one-third andtwo-thirds of the jobs disappeared. In one exceptionalinstance, jobs reduced from 33 to three. Plans forautomating the United Kingdom☂ssocial security sys-tem are reported aslikely to lead to a loss of 25,000Staff in the 20-yearlife of the project.
Trade unions are also concerned aboutthe effect ofinformation technology on the nature of work. Oneworry is that the mistakes of the past in the field ofmanual work are beginning to be repeatedin thefieldof office work, resulting in jobs which de-humaniseand de-skill.
Wherevertrade unionsare established, they will seekto increase their involvement in the process ofchange. Organisations that understand their concernswill work to ensure that union involvementis meaning-ful and constructive.

THE LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
Therole of trade unions in the process of changeisinfluenced by national legislation, which differsbetween countries. In societies such as the Nordiccountries with an established structure for industrialdemocracy,this involvementis fairly well laid down.Other countries, such as West Germany, have agree-mentssetting out conditions for introducing technol-
ogy, but the agreements apply mainlyat a local level
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and cover a minority of employed persons. Othernations have few, if any, agreements concerninginformation technology.
Wherethereislittle in the way of formal agreementsrelating specifically to information technology, tradeunions have sometimestakentheinitiative as a by-productof safety-at-worklegislation. We believe thisto be a trend thatwill grow. However, we also expectthat there will be more regulations concerning infor-mation technology at both national and Europeanlevels. The European Economic Community is pay-ing more attention to matters arising from the use oftechnology.
Legislation on broader social and humanissuesisalso pertinent to the discussion. Hopwood (Reference30) has reported an emerginginterest in forms ofsocial accounting, reporting, and auditing. In France,annualsocial reports are already requiredin organi-sations employing more than 750 people. In WestGermany, about 20 of the largest firms now publishsocial reports regularly. In one of its social reports,a Swiss companyself-critically confessedthat manyof its jobs were extremely boring.

Developments in the United States are also relevant.A spokesmanfrom a leading accounting firm has saidthat the performance of companiesis being meas-ured against new and unfamiliar norms. ☜Corporatecritics are attacking the artificial divorce of eco-nomics from politics, morality, and the other dimen-sionsoflife☂. The American Accounting Associationhas issued reports of a committee on ☁Non-financialmeasures of effectiveness☂ and of a committee on☁Measures of effectiveness for social programs☂.
It is becoming morelikely that organisations in somewestern countries will have to meet the requirementsoflegislation regulating social and humanissues. Tof-fler has said that ☁☁A corporation is no longer respon-sible simply for making a profit or producing goods,but for simultaneously contributing to the solution ofextremely complex ecological, moral, political, racial,sexual, and social problems☂☂. Some companies havealready respondedto the trends. Control Data Cor-poration states its mission as ☜improving the quality,equality, and potential of people☂s lives☝. At Chemi-cal Bankin New York, 10 to 15 per cent of a branchmanager's job performanceappraisal is based on hisor her social performance.
It is worthwhile expanding on the advanced legisla-tive framework in the Nordic countries. Here theenvironmentis characterised by formalised industrialdemocracy that ensuresthatall levels of white-collarand blue-collar employees caninfluence decisionsaffecting them. Legislation and agreements specifi-cally provide for user involvement in the design ofinformation systems. Trade unions are able to employ
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consultants for expert advice at the company☂s
expense, if the companyis unable to provide the req-
uisite skills.
The Nordic countries are familiar with socio-technical
approaches (see Chapter 3) to the design of informa-
tion systems. There is a wide conviction that user
involvementis essential to successful system design,
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but achieving constructive involvement has not
proved easyin practice. The problemsare similar to
those weidentified in Chapter 3, and which weillus-
trate in the case histories in Chapter 5. However,
there is a general conviction that the needis to over-
come the problems, rather than to revert to more
traditional and less participative methods.



CHAPTER 5
CASE HISTORIES

In this chapter we presentsix case histories, eachchosentoillustrate practical lessons in handling thehuman aspects of changearising from informationtechnology.
The casehistories are those of the Driver and Vehi-cle Licensing Centre in the United Kingdom: Rown-tree Mackintosh in the United Kingdom: UCPA inFrance; an anonymous nationwide, branch-basedcompany; Lloyds Register of Shipping in the UnitedKingdom; andfinally the Banque Laydernier in Haute-Savoie, France. To make comparison easier, we usea commonformatfor presenting each casehistory.

CASE HISTORY1: THE DRIVER AND VEHICLELICENSING CENTRE, SWANSEA
Our first case history concerns the United KingdomDepartmentof Transport☂s Driver and Vehicle Licens-ing Centre (DVLC) in Swansea. About 4,000 peoplework at DVLC.Their task is to issue driver licencesand vehicle registration documents and to updateassociated records. On average, the DVLC issuesover one million vehicle registration documents andalmost one million driving licences every month.
Objectives and characteristics of the project
The original mainframe computersystems, togetherwith the data entry equipment which underpins thecurrent operations, will reach the end of their usefullife by the mid-1980s ♥ hencethe replacement sys-tem project. Practically all the DVLC☂s computingequipment will change ♥ mainframe computer sys-tems, data entry systems and mostof the despatchequipment. The replacement equipmentwill includetwo large mainframe computer systems, laserprinters and 1,500 terminals. Optical character recog-nition equipmentwill be introduced to handle renewalreminders.
However, DVLC☂sobjectives go beyond replacing theoutdated computer systems. The centre sees this asa valuable opportunity to speed up the service andimproveits quality. Ultimately, the replacement sys-tem will provide immediate and direct accessto driverandvehicle records, including applications received
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but not yet accepted. The replacement computersand input procedures are intended to remove manyof the current delays whichfrustrate staff and publicalike.
The replacement system hasto be cost-effective. Itsapproval (by Ministers and the Treasury) dependedon DVLC demonstrating that the replacement systemwould be morecost- effective over the next ten yearsthan continuing the present system. Savings of 500staff and £5.5m ($8m)are anticipated.
Aswell as improving the speed, quality and efficiencyof service, DVLC is determinedto improve the qual-ity of staff jobs. Staff will work in teams, each teammembertrained to undertake any aspectof the workif necessary. The intentionis that the new jobs shouldbe integrated and satisfying: a good dealof flexibilityand freedom of choice will be built-in.

The DVLC☂s aim is to meet these objectives, at thesame time maintaining operational continuity duringthe transition period. It was recognised from the out-set that such a project demanded a step-by-stepapproach ♥ evolution rather than revolution. Plan-ning began in 1977. The contract to supply thereplacement computers was awardedin the autumnof 1983. A period of two years, beginningin July 1983,has been set aside for converting from the originalto the replacement system. Optical character recog-nition equipmentis being introduced in 1984 and a12-monthtrial of the input procedures beganin spring1984. Theplanis that all the functions of the replace-ment system should be available by October 1985,the 1,500 terminals being introduced progressivelyin batches between 1984 and 1987.
The replacementinput proceduresentail radical alter-ationsto existing operational areas. For a three-yearperiod manystaff will be temporarily relocated.
Four-phase approach
As one manager expressedit: ☁☁The fundamentalrequirement of successful implementation can bebest expressed as the need for thorough planning,Management and control☂. There are many factorsin this including Stability, the need to freeze the origi-
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nal system during the two years required for conver-
sion, and contingency planning, such as extending
the life of the original computer and data entry equip-
ment after the replacement system is fully imple-
mented.
The two mostdistinctive features of DVLC☂s approach
to the planning, management and control of the
project are thatit is evolutionary and involves peo-
ple in all functions and at all levels. Planning and
implementationis taking placein four phases: prelimi-
nary study,full study, implementation planning and
implementation.

The preliminary study phase (1977 to 1979) was
undertaken by a small group of data processing staff,
who looked at the alternatives and identified the
options. The proposal was endorsed by a higher
managementsteering group. Trade unions were kept
informed and invited to comment at the end of the
phase.
In the full study phase (1979 to 1981) a new branch,
ADP Replacement System (ADPRS), wasestablished
to conduct a feasibility study encompassing the
design, cost and implementation plansfor the replace-
ment system. ADPRS combined data processing
specialists with line managers including the supervi-
sory (Executive Officer) level. ADPRS was later
complemented by another new branch, Operation Re-
placementSystem, responsible for producing detailed
user requirements. The branches established a con-
sultative machinery to ensure involvementofall staff,
each branch adopting its own measures. Videofilms,
discussion sessions and pamphlets were all used.
Trade union users were kept informed. Departmen-
tal and localjoint working parties were set upto dis-
cuss the plans.

In the implementation planning phase (1981 to 1983)
videofilms and discussion sessions continued. Staff
continued to be involved in producing the user specifi-
cations and in the consultations that were undertaken
within branches. A management of changetraining
programmeforall managers and supervisors began.
Staff were involved in evaluating the available furni-
ture and equipment, and possible office layouts.

In the implementation phase (1983 onwards) the use
of videofilms, discussion sessions, and the ☜☁manage-
ment of change☂☂ programmeareall continuing, as
well as the involvementofstaff in the evaluation of
furniture, equipment, andoffice layouts. A newsletter,
☜New Project News☝, is reinforcing communications.

The essential point about the DVLC☂s approachis the
effort madeto involve usersatall stages of the plan-
ning and design of the replacement system ♥ not
just informally, but through many formal channels
(including line management), through the use of films
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and other forms of communication, and through train-
ing, new structures and the trade unions. Thisillus-
trates another sense in which the DVLC approachis
evolutionary. The mechanisms and structures for
involvement may be new, but the philosophy has
developed as a result of long-term practical
experience.

The original system caused many problems,both in
operations andin staff motivation. Since the incep-
tion of the system, DVLC management and trade
unions have been building a form of management
which encouragesstaff at all levels to take part in
a continuous process of identifying and solving
problemsof operating and job satisfaction. Working
parties, consultative groups and other forms of
representation have been usedas part of what those
at DVLCreferto as a job-satisfaction style of manage-
ment. The style has proved a useful foundation for
the replacement system project in three important
ways:
♥lIt has enabled staff, management and the trade

unionsto learn to work together to solve problems,
identify features of good job design and resolve
differences.

♥It has led to an integration of many of the
☁agsembly- line jobs☂ created by the original sys-
tem. The aim is to produce more satisfying jobs
that ease problems of motivation, as well as
improve service. These integrated jobs are the
basis for the team working that is envisaged as the
foundation of the replacement input system.

♥Theclerical and data preparation staff are no
longer people with mere assembly-lineskills. They
have developedskills that enable them to cope
with the new work ♥ skills which are inter-
personal as well as_ technical. Indeed local
management and manyof the staff themselves go
as far as to say that they welcome the opportu-
nity that equipment replacementoffers to carry
integration further.

Both senior DVLC managementandthe trade unions
have become committed, in their different ways, to
staff involvement. As one data processing manager
expressedit: ☁The director☂s commitmentsetthecli-
mate ... it had to be good communication andstaff
involvement . . . no other way would have been
allowed☝☂.

The approachin practice
The ability of DVLC staff to cope with change has
been greatly strengthened. And, as people have
become more accustomed to being informed and
consulted, so their expectations have beenraised and
their desire for involvement has grown. Nevertheless,
in a project of this scope and complexity, practical
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problemsare inevitable, as weillustrate in the para-
graphs that follow.
Project managementand control
Relationships between systems designers ♥ both
data processing, and organisation and methods
(O&M) staff ♥ and users have improvedgreatly dur-
ing the replacement system project. This is reflected
in the ability of many planners and users to see the
problem from the other☂s point of view, learning to
worktogetherin a new way. An ex-user commented:
☜The users didn☂t know enough to commentsensi-
bly and ADP didn☂t know enough to use users☂
experience effectively☝. One planner with an O&M
backgroundsaid: ☁☁ADP planners have had

a

frustrat-
ing time learning to get used to consulting people and
to coping with people changing their minds . . . but
this has led to a positive shift in attitudes over the
last five years☝.
The project has also been successful in anotherrespect. By helping to create a high level of under-standing of whatis being attempted and why, it hashelped to minimise potential hostility to the replace-ment system. But, despite progress, DVLC staffacceptthat there remains scopeto bring plannersand usersstill closer together.
Communication
The most effective forms of communication weredirect, personal and designed to meet the needs ofthose receiving the message. For instance, linemanagersin oneof the fast-keying sections were con-cerned about the data preparationstaff's fear of doingclerical work. They arranged for some of the moreanxious membersof staff to help on

a

clerical sec-tion and learn the work. Quickly these members ofStaff found they could cope with clerical work ♥ and,indeed, that they enjoyed it. They were then able touse this experience to calm the fears of their col-leagues.
Following the successof this venture, the same linemanagersinvited someof the clerical staff on anothersection to a special session of sight-and-sound train-ing given to data preparation staff. The clerical stafffound that they could use the keyboard withoutdifficulty, and so they lost their fear of using termi-nals. They, too, used their experience to reassuretheir colleagues.
Not only did this simple initiative reassure peopleabout their ability to cope with the impending change,it also helped to remove misconceptions and
prejudices which existed between data preparation
andclerical staff, so helping to lay a sound founda-
tion for team working.

Staff involvement
Manyof those we spoketo on the various consulta-
tive groups did tend to feel involved ♥ particularly,
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for instance, in the ergonomic aspectsof the project.
But they felt they had more to offer than was yet being
tapped.

There is most scopefor further involvement however
among those end users whoare notyet part of a con-
sultative group. The extent of their involvement
depends on the ability and willingness of theirrepresentative to identify and voice the views ofothers (and,of course, onthe ability of line managers).
Fewrepresentatives, it seems, do an adequate job.
One problem is the representatives☂ inability to
answertheir colleagues☂ questions.
Naturally, the trade unions have expressed concernat this lack of grass-roots involvement. Theyfeel thattraining should be offered to equip the representa-tives to do their job. And they would bewilling to helpprovide it. They also endorse the view, shared bymany user managers, that people should have been
involved earlier and morefully.
Lessons learned
Weasked everyoneweinterviewed what advice theywould give, as a result of their experience,to thoseengaged in systems design elsewhere.This is a sum-mary of their replies.
Advice from data processing staff:
♥ "Chop the system designinto stages small enoughto give only a short time between asking peoplewhat they want and beingableto deliverit.☝
♥☁Set up a pilot as early as possible to give peoplesomething to learn on

.

.. evenif you throw it awaylater.☝
♥ ☜Secure the freedom and flexibility to build a sys-tem without being bound by organisational con-straints.☝
♥☁☁Makesurethe technical system is flexible enoughto allow users the freedom to choose their ownworking methods. . . this is important becauseitgives end users who donotfeel they have beeninvolved in design somereal decisions to take, thatthey are capable of taking and in which they areinterested . . . but don☂t give them so much free-dom thatit threatens them... you haveto be ableto answer some questions about their future.☝
♥☁Don't let line managers force you into makingchoices aboutthe organisation which they shouldtake themselves.☝
♥☜Train users in O&M sothat they can contributesensibly to design.☝
♥ "Ina large scale project... identify as far as pos-sible which individuals will eventually be doing whatjobs so that you can concentrate on communicat-ing directly with them.☝
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♥☜Provide training to help planners learn how to
involve people . . . including the art of asking
questions.☝

Advice from users:
♥Help planners and users to learn how to work

together. For instance, offer training in consultancy
skills to planners, and in technical and O&Mskills
to users. Training should be offered at the outset.

♥Develop adirect partnership betweenplanners and
users. Planners should not ask users what they
want, based on whatthey have now. Theuserswill
not know howto reply. Instead, planners should
☜start by asking whatis the present system, what
is wrong with it, how would youlike it to be? ...
then the planners and users all go on together to
work out how these problems might be
overcome.☝

♥lInvolve users from the beginning ♥ but on issues
to which they can contribute constructively. For
example, ☁☁Let them write instructions themselves
rather than comment on ones you have written
.. it☂s quicker and moreeffective☝☂.

♥Only use representatives when you cannot use
direct contact. When you must use representa-
tives, choose them for personality as well as
experience. Help them learn to dotheir job, and
monitor them to ensure they are doing it effec-
tively.

♥Build good two-way communication. Find out what
people need to know andtell them simply and
directly. Checkthat they have heard. Listen to what
they have to say. Build trust and an atmosphere
in which they will speak their mind.

♥Give people information as soon as possible.
☜Don☂t be defensive aboutdissemination. . . if the
situation is still fluid, say so, rather than waittill
it is all certain and risk people feeling that you are
withholding something from them☂☂.

♥Allowplentyof time. Attitudes are slow to change.
The required abilities are slow to develop.

♥Monitor the ☁people factors . . . make someone
accountable for ensuring that people are being
involved, informed andlistened to . . . do not just
rely on people beingflexible enoughtofit in with
whatever you design.☝☂

♥Define objectives and responsibilities clearly and
set up structures to ensure they are met.

Advice from the trade unions:
♥ldentify clearly what people can contribute. For

instance, involve the trade unions in ergonomics
where they have experience, and involve staff in
designing their own jobs.
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♥Go for a bottom-up rather than top-down design
processto tap the reservoir of expertise of those
who will be using the system.

♥Produce documentsin plain language,not techni-
cal jargon.

♥Complement written communication with direct
verbal communication and discussion.

♥Find out what people want to know andtell them
that, ☁rather than whatyou think they want to know
... go round andtalk directly to people. . . build
up a down-to-earth human exchange.☝

♥Train representatives to do an effective job.
♥Provide training to help people atall levels, not just

supervisors, to cope with change.
♥Sort out grading and redeploymentissues so that

people know where they stand.
Advice from the outside consultant:
♥Define the scopeof the project at the outset and

identify who is responsible for doing what, within
what resources and by whattime.

♥Setup structures to ensure these objectives and
responsibilities are met, ensuring that the interests
of users and planners are balanced.

♥Find an efficient means of communicating clearly
the objectives and nature of the system to the user.

♥☁☁You can't get at user needsjust by asking them
... you need a mutual workshopsothat the analyst
can help the user learn.☝

♥☁☁Provide training so that the systems analyst can
constructively bring to users☂ attention those
aspects of the requirements which users cannot
reasonably identify themselves.☝

♥Let people do what they canrealistically do; for
example, let operational units write operators☂
instructions and help design operatortraining.

♥Use simulations to help people to gain the
experience with which to contribute.

CASE HISTORY 2: ROWNTREE MACKINTOSH
Rowntree Mackintosh is a multinational company
manufacturing confectionery, based in York in the
United Kingdom. It has a long history of concern for
the welfare of its employees. This concern sets the
tone of the company☂s approachto office technology.

This case history describes how the introduction of
newtechnology provided the opportunity for the O&M
department(the principal agents of change)to alter
the nature of the service the departmentoffers.
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Objectives and characteristics of the project
Rowntree Mackintosh wishedto use newoffice tech-nology to makebetter useof the time and talents ofsecretaries and managers, to increase job satisfac-tion and career developmentopportunities for secre-taries, and to provide a better service to customers.Onthe basis of external and internal research, thecompany aimed to achieve two main benefits ♥increasing the creative time available to managersand improving the quality of their decisions; andimproving the quality of typing and the speed of docu-ment reproduction.
Otherbenefits sought were a reduction in overheads♥ for example, by saving floor space, postage costsand overtime; by improving communications and cus-tomerservice; and by increasing management con-trol and organisational flexibility.
Underthe original system one secretary workedforoneprincipal, or for a small groupof principals. TheO&M departmentestimated that, as a result, a gooddeal of secretarial time was wasted. (Secretariesspent about 25 per centof their time away from theoffice on errands such as photocopying and filing,which might be more productively organised, andabout 18 per cent of their time waiting for work.)Another disadvantage wasthat, while more seniormanagers tended to be well-served, those more junior
were not.

In an attempt to overcomethese problemsandfol-lowing an O&M study of managementtime, RowntreeMackintosh decided to establish nine autonomouscentres (called administration centres) at their Yorksite. In each centre a small groupof secretaries wasto provide a rangeof services, such astyping, wordprocessing, filing and photocopying, to a group ofmanagers.(This did not preclude one-to-one working,for instance, on highly confidential information.) Therewasalso a longer-term objective. The administrationcentres were to provide a flexible base from whichto experiment and develop new systems and pave theway to an integrated group-wide computer filingsystem.
In addition, the O&M departmentestimated that about25 per cent of managers☂ time wasless productivethanit might be. This was a very difficult area in whichto justify the cost of using new technology. Like manycompanies, Rowntree Mackintosh decided to experi-mentusing a pilot scheme.Following a study,a pilotsystem (supplied by Office Technology Limited) was
commissioned in January 1983.
Phased approach
As theprincipal agents of change, the O&M depart-ment played a key role in this project. A phasedapproach waschosen,beginning by establishing the
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administration centres.In the first, preparatory Stage,Rowntree Mackintosh☂s O&M department began by
integrating previously separate functions, such asfil-
ing and microfilming, and word processing and text
reproduction. Inevitably this had an impact on jobdesign and organisation structures. It gave the oppor-
tunity to involve the people affected in redesigning
jobs, layouts and structures to meet their needs.
The secondphaseinvolvedestablishing the centres.
Throughout both phases, the emphasis was oninvoly-
ing all those who would be affected. Workingpartieswere set up on which users and designers were
represented, togetherwith a third party (an ☁☁outsideagent with knowledge☝☂), who would not bedirectlyaffected by the change, but who had experience tocontribute and who might help users and designers
to work well together.
The training department (which at Rowntree Mack-intosh is organised to provide whatever assistancepeople need, rather than simply to run set courses)helped the people in those working parties to learnto work together. It also helped usersto learn to workas representatives, rather than as individuals. Thetraining departmentalso provided special training foradministration centre supervisors (leaders) ♥ animportant step, because the role of the supervisorrequires managementas well as technical skills.
The approachin practice
The aim of the O&M department wasto provide thosein each administration centre, and particularly thesupervisor, with plenty of scope to decide how todesign their own jobs and organise themselves andtheir work (in consultation with each other and themanagers they served).
Under the new system the supervisors also took onanother, wider responsibility: that of meeting with theircounterparts from other administration centres atoffice technology group meetings set up to define andsolve problems of change. These group meetingsoffered the combined advantagesof easing imple-mentation, enabling the companyto learn about theeffects of the new system and applythis learning tofuture projects, and offering supervisors the chanceto develop their skills and to learn and gain supportfrom the experience of others doing similar jobs.
But it was not just the role of the supervisors thatchanged. The intention wasalso to offer the secre-taries the opportunity to develop their skills and domoreinteresting work with a wider perspective. Theywere directly involved in design at every opportunity♥ in writing the new instruction manuals, for exam-ple. It was also possible to offer some additionalscope to staff in the typing pool, who were able tohelp in the administration centres to provide extracover when needed.
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The evaluationof the administration centres has also
been conducted in the samespirit. Working parties
were set up, including secretaries and supervisors
as well as technical staff. The aim was not simply to
look at financial aspects, but also to assess what had
been achieved and learnedin less tangible areas,
suchas job satisfaction, career development and the
quality of service to customersinside and outside the
company.

Good communication was another aspect of the
Rowntree Mackintosh approach. The company sys-
tem of monthly briefing groups has offered a valua-
ble base.

The samephilosophy of user involvementhasdeter-
mined the approachto the associated office automa-
tion project for managers. Atfirst, some of the
managers were sceptical about this project. They
were unwilling to lose their personal secretaries, they
were concerned about learning to use the terminals
themselves, and they were dubious about undertak-
ing certain administrative functions themselves.Their
full involvement in designing the new system was
obviously important. Not only wastheir knowledge the
key to successful design, but their involvement also
offered the most effective means of helping them
overcome their apprehensions.

The O&M department beganthe projectby interview-
ing each manager twice. First, O&M staff asked what
was needed from the new system. Next, O&M staff
questioned the managers about what they felt would
best meet their needs, basing their suggestions on
their knowledge of whatwaspossible. This led to dis-
cussions in which user needswereclarified and plans
to meet them were jointly formulated. All the
managers were then involved in evaluating equip-
ment, and considering howfar it might be adapted,
using an evaluation method designed by the
managers.
Throughout the project, O&M staff have worked as
facilitators, using their expertise to help the people
affected by change to design the systems as far as
possible for themselves.The role demanded special
attention to the way in which the O&M department
selects, trains, assesses and developsits own staff.
Great importance is now attached within O&M to
recruiting only those people who show the potential
to work this way, rather than as experts who make
all the decisions themselves (the prescriptive
approach). The personal development needs of each
new memberof staff are jointly defined with them and
an individual training and development programme
is then agreed. The assessment ofall O&Mstaff is
an open and jointly agreed process. Assessmentis
linked with personal counselling, with the aim of
providingall staff with the support they need. (This
joint assessment/counselling approach began in O&M
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and is now being adopted by other parts of the com-
pany.) The work study department(the equivalentof
O&Min the factory) now usesa similar approach.
Lessons learned
Whenasked about guidelines to offer other manage-
ment servicesstaff engaged on similar projects, the
head of O&M replied: ☁You can☂t give other people
guidelines. . . it☂s all a matter of remembering that
it☂s the users who make a system work. You must
involve them and help them understand how they can
contribute . . . and then do what's right in your
company☝.

CASE HISTORY 3: UCPA
UCPA is a French non-profitmaking organisation
devotedto training people in the practice and teach-
ing of sport. Each year the organisation instructs
about 100,000 people, who attend around 1,500
different courses at numeroussports centres. UCPA
employs about 500 people, many of them on a
seasonal basis. There are about 40 permanent
administrative staff.

Objectives and characteristics of the project
Beginning in the 1970s, the rapid growthofleisure
activity in France brought administrative problems to
UCPAfrom a greatly increased volumeof business.
Human problemsarose aswell, as staff became dis-
tanced from eachother and from their clients. Both
the quality of service and job satisfaction suffered as
a result. Around 1973 the decision was therefore
taken to use new information technology in the
administration of registrations. A minicomputer with
terminals was envisaged.

UCPA☂s directors wereparticularly keen to avoid what
they regarded as the ☁☜☁snags which all too often
appearwith the introduction of computers☝☂. The pit-
falls they particularly wished to avoid were job de-
skilling; users being forced to meet the demandsof
technology, rather than the reverse; and limited com-
puter system effectiveness, stemming from inade-
quate dialogue between designers and users.

To avoid these problems, UCPA☂s directors decided
to link the technical project with a project to improve
working conditions by enriching jobs and improving
promotion. They also decidedto involveall their per-
manent administrative staff in the design and
implementation of the changes.

Three-step approach
An outside consultant with a particular interest in
employee participation wasbriefed to involve UCPA's
staff at all levels and in all decisions.
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The consultant proposed a three-stepprocess. First,
analysis by user staff of the existing situation and thejobs currently done, with the aim ofidentifying the
best waysoffulfilling the necessary tasks. Second,use of prototypes to enable users clearly to identifypotential stumbling blocks and to increase theirexperience so that they could more effectively con-tribute to decisions. Andthird, a new organisationwhich, becauseit would be based on the expressedwishes of users, would both be moreeffective andprovide a more satisfying place in which to work.
The three-step process washighly participative.Allpermanent administrative staff were involved througha series of working parties and discussions whichaimed at producing the most acceptable solution pos-sible. The comité d'entreprise (workers☂ council) didnot participate as a formal committee, but individualmembers took part in working parties and discussiongroups.
Throughoutthe process the consultant☂s job was thatofa facilitator. He was independent and non-directive,working alwaysto ensurereal participation bylisten-ing, synthesising, focusing debates andoffering tech-nical expertise whereit was needed. Thushis job wasnot to offer solutions, but to help people identify and
resolve their own problems.
Great emphasis wasplaced on keepingstaff informed
about goals and progress towards them.
The end result was a complete reorganisation ofwork. Individuals doing jobs which were previouslyfairly limited in scope decided to regroup themselvesinto autonomous teams. Each team wasresponsiblefor a wide range of tasks, using a mix of traditionalmethods as well as having access to terminals asrequired. There was scopeforinter-team co-operationtoo.
Each team wasfree to decide how its work would bedistributed amongst members, the roles eachindividual would play and how these roles mightchange asabilities and inclinations changed. Oneteam opted for full transferability of individuals
between tasks.

The approachin practice
An independent assessment was made of what waslearned as a result of following the process. (Thisassessment, however, was carried out too soon for
any objective analysis to be madeof how service to
the customer had been improved.)
The use of prototypes did much to ☁de-mystify☂ the
computer. Such practical experience was valuablein calming fears of the unknown. The experience
helped people to use terminals as tools, exactly as
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management had wished.It enabled usersto learn
to contribute constructively to decisions about tech-
nical aspects of the system.

Users did not find it so easy to contribute to more
intangible matters such as work organisation and job
design. They lacked the necessary skills, because of
their background of doing fragmented jobs within adirected hierarchy. Many of those interviewedin the
course of evaluation expressed their frustration at
being unable to contribute. Many suggestedthat spe-cially designed training might have helped. Otherssuggested that information about what had been done
in other similar cases might have given them a tan-
gible basis from which they could learn to comment
(a rough equivalent, perhaps, of the practical
experience of using terminals).
Despite all the efforts, many usersdid notfeel theyhad beeninvolved in decisions about work organisa-tion. Their feelings of satisfaction were greater abouttheir involvement in the technical aspects of theproject ♥ a reflection of the contribution that theyhad actually been able to make, and anotherindica-tion of the need notjust to offer opportunities but alsoto develop users☂ abilities to contribute.
Those who wereusedto restricted jobs and authori-tarian management wereatfirst suspicious of theopportunity to participate. They suspected that all thedecisions had already been taken, and that the pro-ject team would steer their views. Another problemfor some wasthe threat to old values of authorityposed by opening the door to wider participation indecisions. Middle managers particularly felt underthreat. The old values were apparently being calledinto question. Where would they standin the as-yet-unknown new orderof things?
Despite these problems,the overall assessment ofthe majority was favourable. Their jobs, which waswhat concerned them most, became more varied,skilled and interesting as a result of the new systemthey helped devise.

CASE HISTORY4: A NATIONWIDE ANDBRANCH-BASED SERVICE ORGANISATION
This casehistory is drawnfrom a nationwide servicecompany(which has askedfor its namenot to be rev-ealed) with 25 branches. The companyis planning tointroduce a data processing business system toimprove goods-handling documentation.
Objective and characteristics of the project
The plan wasfor the system to be used by decisionmakers, technical and clerical staff. The data pro-cessing managerhad in mind terminals throughout
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the network of branches, connected to a central
mainframe computer: a technology-led approach.Ter-
minals were to be allocated to branchesonthe basis
of current workloads and with the aim of minimising
costs.
Consultants were asked to comment on thelikely
effect on people. They identified a fundamental weak-
ness in the strategy. The client was a committed
entrepreneur. Business success depended on each
branch managerbeingfree to use his local knowledge
andinitiative to the full. There was a real dangerthat
the strong central coordination envisaged by the data
processing manager would severely limit the scope
of branch staff to use their initiative. The needs of
the branch staff had to be reflected in the systems
design. The proposed system wasalsoinflexible in
another way. It was based solely on current business
requirements and would be unresponsivetofluctua-
tions in the fairly changeable market.

Three-pronged approach
The consultants suggested redefining the system,
using a step-by-step approachandinvolving users in
defining business requirements. The suggestion led
the company to adopt a three-pronged approach:
♥Seminars for senior managers (and for more junior

staff later) focusing on the potential of new tech-
nology andits implications for the business.

♥A pilot system based on a minicomputer with ter-
minals in selected branches, to enable users,
designers and managersto learn from experience.

♥Central and local steering groups to review
progress, to determine what was being learnt and
to decide how to apply it.

The approachin practice
The three-pronged approach, designed to help staff
from board level to end-user level to learn and apply
their experience in determining what was needed,
was described by the consultancy as ☜☁the project's
greateststrength andits greatest weakness☂☂. In the
event, as so often in such projects, the aim of help-
ing a whole organisation to learn proved difficult to
attain.

The seminars with board membersillustrated this
point. These seminars produced stimulating debate
and were greatly valued by the participants. They
increased awarenessofthe potential of new technol-
ogy and the importanceofinvolving users in design
if full benefits were to be achieved. The board also
began to work together as a team in developing a
strategy for the business which they had not had the
opportunity to do in the past. But the consultancy
doubted that these insights were fully applied in the
project. Senior managers were keen to apply their
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new knowledge by devising all kinds of new systems.
But the data processing manager complained that he
wasleft with the problem of maintaining the original
brief in the face of all this undirected enthusiasm.

This experience underlines a common problem of
user involvement: how can technical people use the
enthusiasm constructively and avoid being over-
whelmedor diverted by it? The original intention of
extending such seminars to more junior people was
neverrealised. By the time it was possible, the project
had developed

a

life of its own and the participants☂
enthusiasm lay elsewhere. This illustrates another
problem: that of balancing people☂s expressed
interest with their real (that is, company-directed)
interests.

It was the pilot system in the branchesthat received
most attention. At first the team of users and
designers worked well together. Then problems
began to emerge. The successof the pilot system
in the first branch encouraged the designers to put
terminals into two more branches. Butthis time the
designers overlooked the need of the new users to
experience the learning process themselves. The
designers were too interested in what they them-
selves wanted to do, which wasto extend terminals
to additional local branches. Gaps in understanding
opened up between designers and users. This
problem wasalleviated for a while whenthe pilot sys-
tem was enhanced to cover a new aspect of busi-
ness, so slowing up the designers☂ rate of learning.
But the problem was neverfully solved.

Other problems also became apparent. In one
instance, managersin one local branch decided to
fragment someofthe existing jobs,in order to resolve
a problem of contention caused by several job
holders sharing one terminal. The result was an
upsurge of complaints from end users who felt their
jobs had been de-skilled. In a second instance, the
data processing manager,in attempting to introduce
more terminals throughout the branches, produced
a commonspecification purporting to consolidate the
requirements of every branch, but which ignored
someof the fundamentaldifferences between them.

Lessons learned
Oneclear lesson from the pilot project was that the
original idea of using a central mainframe computer
coordinating branch-based terminals would meet
neither the business needs of the organisation, nor
the personal needsof end users. And the lesson was
learned at the cost of investing only in a minicom-
puter rather than a mainframe.

Based onits experience onthis project, the consul-
tancy assisting ihe company suggestedthe follow-
ing general guidelines:
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♥Achieve user acceptability by involving all those
affected by change.

♥Proceed slowly, step by step.
♥cConsider the advantages of pilot systems. They

provide the practical experience which people
need if they are to learn to contribute construc-
tively. (Designers as well as users can benefit.)

♥ Establish a framework of steering groups, repre-
senting all relevant interests, to identify whatis
being learned and to consider how bestto applyit.

CASE HISTORY 5: LLOYDS REGISTER OF
SHIPPING
Lloyds Register of Shipping (LRS) is an independent,international, non-profitmaking society. It is the lar-gestof its kind, employing 3,700 technical engineers,
administrative and computerstaff in over 100 coun-tries. It classifies around 115 million tonnes of ship-ping, and is also involvedin classifying or certifyingoffshore drilling rigs and production platforms, oceanengineering, plastic and chemical processing plants,hovercraft, containers, submersible craft, hydro-electric plants and nuclear power stations.
To meet the challenge of growing competition, LRShas invested in new technology to ensure that tech-nical staff are kept fully up-to-date and are able tooffer an increasingly sophisticated and comprehen-sive service.
Objectives and characteristics of the project
An early and crucial step was the Shipping Informa-tion Service (SIS), upon which this case history isbased.Establishing SIS,altogether an eight-year task,meantcreating a databaserecordingthelife historyof each ship. The databaseis used to generate the4,000-page Lloyds Register of Ships; it is also availa-
ble online to terminal users worldwide.
The responsibility for developing SIS lay with the Ship-ping Information Service Group (SIS Group), estab-lished specially for the purpose. Originally the workwasundertakenby two separate departments,oper-ating in parallel but having quite different objectives.This caused dissention and even,on occasions, non-cooperation. A managerwas appointed with the aimof welding together the 60 staff and preparing for thenew system.
The approach chosen
The complexities of the task ♥ both technical and
motivational ♥ contributed to the choice of-a two-
stage approach to the project. This proved to be
important. It enabled planners and users to apply in
the second stage what they had learnedinthefirst
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stage. It also enabled line managers to exploit theachievementsof the first stage to motivate staff tocope with the enormous amountof tediousclericalwork that was required of them during the second
stage.

The manager was committed to gaining user accep-tance of the new system by involving all the users,including endusers, from the outset. Another advan-tage of this involvementwasthatit enabled both linemanagers and designers to benefit from theexperience and ideas of the people who wouldulti-mately do the job. Where representatives had to beused, (as they were,for instance, in the testing ofequipment), discussions were held also with therepresented staff.

Users wereinvolved in matters to which they couldrealistically contribute. One such area was the designof new jobs. The project aimed explicitly to createnew jobs designed ☁☁to allow managerstobeflexibleand staff to be adaptable. We learned quickly that nomatter how well thought out our forward planning, orhow carefully plannedourstrategy, we had to be pre-pared for adjustments almost on a daily basis.☝☂
Jobs had to be flexible and hadto offer satisfactionand scopeforindividuals to develop their skills ♥important for retaining people, for creating the willto do the job well, and ultimately for providing goodcustomer service. Good communication wasvital insecuring user acceptance. In practice this meantforeseeing what would cause anxiety, and providingthe necessary information, reassurance, and evenpersonal counselling, to help people deal with theirconcerns. At lower clerical levels the main fear wasof redundancy, though the new businesshas,in fact,
created entirely new jobs.
Staff were able to gain experience in areas that werecausing them anxiety, so that they could begin toovercometheir concerns.For instance, dummy work-stations were set up so thatstaff, managers andusers alike could become more familiar with whatwould be involved in using them.
Another important feature was the effort made todevelop a constructive relationship between com-puter services and user departments. There were anumberofpractical problemsto be solved. The users,who were largely unfamiliar with new technology,were divided into ☜inexperienced youngsters whotook to new technology as a duck to water, andexperienced oldsters whodid not really want to knowabout computers☝.
The computer departmentoffered its own team ofanalysts and programmersto concentrate on the taskof understanding SIS Group needs and how to meetthem. Experienced users from SIS Groupjoined this
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team to ensure a balance of design and operational
experience. In summary, the main elements of the
approach were:
♥Central steering and coordination.
♥A staged approach.
♥User. involvement.
♥An emphasis on communication.
♥Theprovision of opportunities for users to gain

experience in using equipment, through dummy
workstations.

♥Determinedefforts to build constructive relation-
ships between users and designers.

♥The provision of adequate training.

The approach in practice
Thefirst stage did not work as well as hoped. The
relationship betweenusers and planners hadnotyet
achieved a constructive balance. The technical and
systems peoplestill out-influenced users, so useful
operational experience waslost. On the other hand,
this stage was a valuable experience. It got the
process going. It provided an opportunity for users
to start to become familiar with the new technology
and enthusiastic about how it could help them to
improve serviceto their customers, and to increase
their own skills and satisfaction. This enthusiasm for
the project helped to carry the users throughall the
tedious work involved in the second stage.

The second stage was more successful. It reflected
the greater involvementof the user department and
an improvementin the working relationships between
users and technical staff. But, even in this stage, the
ideal balance between users☂ needs and designers☂
needs wasnot always achieved. Both managers and
users felt that, from time to time, design staff paid
insufficient attention to the views and requirements
of those who would be operating the new system.
Changes had to be madein theoriginal proposals
becausethey were not practicable. The user depart-
mentbelieved that more consultation, and a greater
willingness to accept users☂ views, would have elimi-
nated some of these teething troubles.

Lessons learned
Commercially the project was a great success.It ena-
bled Lloyds Register of Shipping to stay aheadofits
competitors,to offer a new service, and to gain a sig-
nificant new source of revenue. The company
increased the flexibility of its organisation and thus
its ability to respond to future market changes.
Amongst the staff the project created an interest,
even an enthusiasm, for new technology and what
it could offer, and an eagerness to accept further
change.
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The SIS Group has lost someof its most capable staff
becausetheir interest in new technology led them to
transfer to the computer department. Butthis is seen
as healthy becauseit increases job satisfaction and
improves career development, which is an advantage
to LRS as a whole.
The guidelines offered by Lloyds Register of Shipping
on thebasisof its experience take the form of advice
to line managers responsible for managing change.
But the guidelines are relevant also to management
services staff:
♥☁☁Ensure that you and your junior managers know

the staff well.☝
♥☜☁Anticipate staff reactions. Reassure them and

help them deal with their concerns. Remember
that job security is important ♥ offer it if at all
possible.☝

♥☁☁Don☂t be too busy to help when needed ♥ make
sure there is enough time allowed for such
activities.☝

♥☁☁Recognise and use the potential of staff.☝
♥☁☁Seek people☂s advice ♥ remember you do not

know all the answers.☝
♥"☁Involvestaff in an organised way ♥ participation

is the key.☝
♥☁Stay open-minded about who needs to be

involved. Keep asking ☁Who needsto be involved?☂.
It may not be thoseyoufirst assumedit would be.☝

♥☜Ensure that representatives are doing a good
job.☝

♥☁☁Be honest. If you make a mistake, say so. Com-
municate the whole objective to people. Set realis-
tic, reasonable and agreed deadlines. Do not be
temptedto set early deadlines because you do not
trust people to meet one which would berealistic.
It☂s your job to make sure they do-☝☂

♥☁Use the opportunity to involve people in design-
ing more satisfying jobs.☝☂

♥☁Changesin organisation structure may well be
needed as well as changesin jobs and systems.☝

♥☁Any change process needs a motivator who is
available to give advice and encouragement when
needed.☝

♥☁Rememberthat improving service to the cus-
tomer is a powerful impetus to change and,
properly used, this desire can produce wide sup-
port for the project.☝

♥"☁Do not befooled into thinking there is a master
plan whichwill ensure success. It☂s a philosophy
of involvementthat is needed,not a set of rules.☝
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CASE HISTORY 6: BANQUE LAYDERNIER
The Banque Laydernier is a French regional bankbased in Haute-Savoie. Its annual turnover before taxis around 200 million francs ($25 million). It holdsapproximately 49,000 accounts, involving about sixmillion entries per year. Its administrative officeemploys 370 people and its network comprises 32branches. In 1979 Banque Laydernier began aprocess of computerisation and work reorganisationdesigned to improve both its administration anditsuse of employees☂ skills. Its motivation was the needto respond to changesofthree kinds: in its economicand commercial market, in the needs of its
employees, and in society in general.
In common with other banks, Banque Laydernier
faced a situation in which its market was saturated.(In France,87 per cent of adults hold a bank account.)Competition was therefore fierce. At the same timethe cost of offering and administering the increasinglylarge range of services was growing rapidly, and com-puter costs were an important element. The possi-bility of introducing minicomputers seemed to openup the opportunity to rethink the whole system andto contain or reduce costs at the same time.
In response to social changes and emergingemployee needs for more autonomy, the BanqueLay-dernier had been attempting for some years toimprove working conditions. The change to minicom-puters seemed to offer more scope to create jobswhich would develop people☂s ability. One of thebank☂s directors describeda situation in which bank-ing is ☜no longer administrative . . . it has becomecommercial. We must convert our employees fromclerical to commercial employees. This demandssell-ing, and an entrepreneurial approachfrom all levels☂☂.To achieve this evolution he saw the need ☁☁toincrease employeeparticipation in management andbusiness problems. The computer can do someof theclerical work, freeing time for more entrepreneurialeffort☂.
Thus Banque Laydernier had three inter-related
objectives: to control costs, to improve commercialeffectiveness and to developthe skills of employees.To meet these objectives, senior managers saw theneedfor a particular kind of organisation and a par-
ticular kind of change process. To respond to com-
mercial realities, they required aboveall a flexible
organisation. Within this, branch staff needed to be
sufficiently autonomous to respond to local needs.
To be responsive, they had to be sufficiently free of
repetitive clerical work to act in an entrepreneurial
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way. Thusthe technical system hadnotonlyto relievepeople of tedious and meticulous clerical work, but
hadalso to be flexible enough toallowfor local vari-
ations.

To help achieve these objectives the bank also saw
the need for a process of change, which involved end
users and their management and gave them scope
to take relevant decisions. Having identified the
requirements, the bank selected a consultancy com-
pany to translate these requirements into the new
system. One of the selection criteria was a commit-
ment and an ability to involve bankstaff in relevant
decisions.
A framework for the new technical andsocial sys-
tem wasthenestablished, paying particular attention
to the needs of users. Various working parties con-
tributed, eachinvolving users. A pilot project with aprototype system in one branch allowed options tobe tested by potential users. The frameworkdeliber-
ately allowed a good dealof flexibility for branches
to decide for themselves what form the new system♥ both technical and social ♥ should take in theirindividual settings. Individual branches vary greatlyin size and setting. Within them, people vary greatlyin their age,abilities, experience and training needs.Atthe insistence of senior management the systempermitted a great variation in local procedures
becauseofthis diversity. The basic software was writ-ten with this in mind, andit provided scopefor peo-ple to amend the way they worked as they gainedpractical experience of operating the new system.
Thus there was muchreal involvementat branch levelin deciding the operating details of the technical sys-tem and work organisation, and also in identifyinglocal training needs. However, it was not open tobranch staff to question or to contribute very directly
to the overall framework.
This lack of user involvementin deciding the overallframeworkis, in the view a representative of l'AgenceNationale pour |☂Amelioration des Conditions de Tra-vail (ANACT), unlikely to be a problem. In Franceitis culturally acceptable for senior management totake such decisions. In any case, management'soriginal specification required so muchlocal auton-omy and emphasised so strongly the need for the newsystem to offer opportunities for employees todeveloptheir skills that people had ample scope toexert an influence.
The Laydernier project has yet to be evaluatedbecause the system is not fully implemented.
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Despite their differences, the six case histories
described in Chapter 5 exhibit some common,dis-
tinctive themes.In this final chapter we draw on the
lessons of the report, and particularly those of the
six casehistories, to draw up guidelines for managers
implementing new information systems.
The way in which an organisation undertakes the
process of change will depend on many factors,
including:
♥Local regulations. In the Nordic countries, for

instance, there are a number of conditions that
organisations have to observe.

♥Theclimate of trade union,industrial and employee
relations.

♥Thenature of the organisation☂s business, and its
culture, management behaviour and style.

♥Thedistribution of the organisation☂s power and
responsibilities.

A key determinant of the effectiveness of an organ-
isation☂s information systems, whateverthe environ-
ment, is the extent to which people whousethe sys-
tem are involvedin design and implementation. There
is no blueprint for success. Each situation is unique.
However,it is clear from the evidence of the case
histories, the literature and our research that suc-
cessful information systems:
♥Are easily usable, especially by non-expert users.
♥Are acceptable to users and welcomed by them.
♥Reflect users☂ knowledge of what operating cir-

cumstancesreally require.

Thesepoints form the basisof the guidelines that are
summarised in Figure 6.1 and expanded in the
remainderof this chapter.

Foster a healthy environment for change
Building and encouraging an organisational environ-
ment which makes the most of the opportunities of
change, and even welcomesit, is a responsibility that
is shared by many. Success depends upon an open
and constructive relationship between employer and
employee, and between users and management on
the one hand and managementservicesonthe other.
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CHAPTER 6
GUIDELINES FOR MANAGEMENT

Suchrelationships take time to build, and effort to
maintain.
If people have work that they enjoy and that motivates
them, they arelikely to do their jobs well and take
more of an interest in recognising the needs for
change and opportunities it presents. The sceneis
set very muchbythe values, attitudes and behaviour
of senior managers. There is much to be gained by
managers openly encouraging subordinates to ques-
tion constructively the way things are done, and to
seek to improve. Success may require a changein
the attitudes of both managers and subordinates.

The managementservices department should foster
links with managersin the business, to work together
in undertaking business and organisational planning
and to ensure that appropriate strategies, plans and
coordinating policies are established. Underlying
strategies should be established and regularly
reviewed for the systems that are required and the
supporting facilities that are needed, such as those
which allow users to test ideas for future systems.

 
Figure 6.1 Summary of guidelines for management   
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Secure top management support
The key to successful change rests on obtaining topmanagementsupport.This is, of course, a dictum thathas been repeatedfrequently over the years. The rea-sonforits significance, andits practical implications,
are set out in Foundation Report No. 31, ☁☁A Direc-tor's Guide to Information Technology☝ (in Chapter
4 of the study). Demonstrable top-level support isneeded if an open, evolutionary and participative
approachisto yield full benefits. If support is not thereat the beginning, then efforts must continueto obtainit.
Encourageability to change and learn
Establish a training programme for users, usermanagement and the managementservices depart-ment. For senior management such training mightprovide an appreciation of the contributions that infor-mation technology can make, and provide a platformfor serious deliberation of long-term opportunities andaims. Training for managing change could also beprovided.
Users who are employed in areasthat are prospectsfor the introduction of new information systems couldbenefit from training in information technology, jobdesign and work organisation. Users and technicalstaff should also be helped to work effectively witheach other.
Managementservicesstaff having the desire and theability to work asfacilitators may benefit from beingtrained to work in that way. It mayalso be necessaryto provide training for managementservicesstaff toobtain a deeper understanding of the organisation☂sbusiness and markets.
Organisations may benefit greatly from investing inexperimental schemesinvolving new applications ofinformation technology. People are best able to learnfrom these undertakings. Long-term developmentscan beobtained byproviding simulators, models andprototypes, and allowing users to evaluate possiblesolutions before final requirements are defined.
Acquire the necessary skills
Management services departments may need toacquire additional skills to ensure that the quality ofthe systemsand the jobs that are designedis benefi-cial in the long term. Ergonomicskills, for instance,may be required to support the design of workstations
and man-machineinterfaces.
Theability to evaluate opportunities may also needto be acquired. This requires knowledgeof the organi-sation☂s business and its environment, as well asunderstanding of the nature of jobs created by new
systems. .

Involve people appropriately and at the right time
There is much to be gainedif those affected by new
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systems are involved throughout the process of
change ♥ starting before any decisions are taken,
and continuing through evaluation. However,it is
neitherrealistic nor necessarytotry to involve every-
onein everything. Rather,it is important to involve
people wherever they can usefully contribute. One
example is that of end users writing the instruction
manuals they will later refer to.

Be open-mindedas to who should be involved
A wide rather than a narrow view needsto be taken
of who might usefully be involved. Those responsi-
ble for the project need to keep re-asking the ques-
tion as to who should be involved.
Devote time to developing the participative
process
In practice, a participative process takes time to
develop. Problems are often encountered. Some
users are unableatfirst to contribute constructively
(perhaps because they do not know whatthey need;
perhaps because they cannotarticulate it). Again,
someuserspreferto leave decisions to others. Thismaycreate a problem because such users may notin the end accept a system someone else hasdesigned, becausetheir own knowledgeis not incor-
poratedin it. Yet again, some managers andstaffrepresentatives speak only for themselves.
Difficulties of this sort should not be side-stepped. Thebenefits of user involvement accrue only if theproblemsare addressed constructively. The costs ofmoving ahead without gaining the benefit of the com-mitment and experience of users may be higher thanat first appears.
Achieve a balanced pace
Managers should strike a balance between going toofar too fast, and going so slowly that important deci-sions are not taken when they should be (so dissipat-ing people☂s enthusiasm for the project and thebenefits to the organisation). The following guidelines
should help:

♥Divide the project into manageable segments and
proceed step by step.

♥ Preparepilot studies to offer people practical learn-ing experience in advanceof expensive, possibly
irreversible, decisions.

♥Avoid permitting the technology (or anything else)to constrain freedom of choice. Keep the systemasflexible as possible so that it can go on chang-ing as users become moreskilled in recognisingand articulating their needs, and as their needsdevelop.
♥Aimfora similar freedom of choice in job design.Allow people freedom to design their own jobs and

the scope to change job structures as their needs
develop.
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♥Help to accelerate the rate at which people learn
to contribute, to work together and to cope with
change. This can be achieved through specially
designedtraining, through the personal support of
a ☁local expert☂ (a memberof the user☂s staff), and
through the help of experienced consultants.

♥ldentify people☂s concerns and look for ways of
reassurance.For instance, if they are concerned
about using new technology, arrange visits to simi-
lar installations, hold demonstrations or use simu-
lators to help them overcometheir fears.

Adopta facilitating role
People should be helpedto do things for themselves,
rather than having things donefor them. It is the users
themselves who should decide how to organise and
undertake their work.
Keep people informed
People should be informed fully, clearly and
accurately about objectives and progress. They
should be consulted over what they want to know,
and should then betold in clear terms. A variety of
complementary methods may be necessary, both
written (newsletters, memos), visual (videos) and ver-
bal (through line management, trade union represen-
tatives). People should be informed even when the
situation is fluid. They are likely to cope better with
this than with the rumours which otherwisefill the
vacuum.
Think widely about opportunities for change
Willingness to change whateveris necessaryis fun-
damental to helping the system deliver its full poten-
tial. Thinking widely about the possible opportunities
should be encouraged.Forinstance, introducing the
system may provide an opportunity to improve job
design, organisation structures, managementstyle,
personnel policies, relations with the trade unions
and/or relations with the customer. In formulating
these wider changes, ways need to be found for
involving anyone affected by them, or able to con-
tribute to them.
Monitor progress
Progress needsto be explicitly monitored on both the
human and the technical side. Improvements need
to be workedout with users,if all is not being done
to ensure that people are involved constructively. It
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may help to appoint someoneto be explicitly respon-
sible for monitoring the humanfactor, evensetting
a budgetforit, to ensure that whatinitially may seem
a nebulous task is actually performed.
Coordinate progress
Progress should be carefully coordinated and
managed ♥ for instance, through steering groups at
various levels. Steering groups should representall
relevant interests, including, where appropriate, the
trade unions. Members of steering groups should
share a clear definition of the project☂s objectives in
the widest sense. Their task should be not only to
review progress, but also to coordinate the more
difficult task of defining what is being learned from
the project and ensuring that this learning is applied.
Involve trade unions
Trade unions, where present, should be involved. The
risk of leaving them outis to incur their resistance
and to lose the potential benefit of their contribution.
Plan for incremental changes
No matter how conducive the organisational environ-
ment, change should be planned on an incremental
basis. Facilities and benefits are then available
progressively, and the learning experiencesof earlier
phases can be absorbed and applied.
Obtain and develop the appropriate tools and
facilities
The technical design of information systems should
accommodatethediffering working methods of users
as well as their changing needs. To achieve this
means acquiring or developing thetools andskills that
enable information systems first to be developed
quickly, and then to be adapted in an evolutionary
way.
Provide appropriate support functions
Management services departments may need to
extend the range of support services they provide ♥
to include, for instance, training, educational services
and support for users who are undertaking their own
systems development.
Organisations should also consider establishing
☁temporary-design☂ bodies, with the specific task of
constructing simulators, models and prototypes to
help users learn.

 



CONCLUSION

The aim of this Foundation report has been to
acquaint senior management with the factors that
determine effective and successful change brought
aboutby information technology. In particular,it has
addressed humanfactors that prevail in every organi-
sation, and their relevance to change. We have estab-
lished how attention to such factors is important to
the long-term health and successof organisations,
particularly as social and economic influences
become more important in affecting human
behaviour.
Organisations, we suggest, are only just beginning to
understand the scope of the opportunities that arise
from the deploymentof information technology. To
undertake the resulting change constructively and
effectively, and in a manner that enhancesorganisa-
tional effectiveness, requires good management and
the use of manyskills.
We haveidentified the factors that are important,
comparing conventional methods of bringing about
change with more recent approaches.
Finally, we have provided broad guidelines aimed at
helping all those engagedin undertaking changearis-
ing from information technology.
Turning to the future, it seems clear that the trend
is towards involving users more in system design and
implementation. Some managementservices depart-
ments are already broadening their range of skills for
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aiding the changeprocess,for instance in designing
jobs and in workorganisation.This trend will continue.
In some organisations the role of existing technical
staff will broaden to encompasstheseskills; in other
organisations suchskills will be vested in new roles
andinitially will be provided by external agencies.
Somewill seek new packaged methodologies based
on socio-technical concepts, though early experi-
encesindicate that there are practical problems to
be overcome. Somewill adopt the concepts and try
to accommodate them within their current ap-
proaches. Overall we arelikely to see many varia-
tions, all leading to the conclusion that each organi-
sation will need to evolve its own methodologies
based onits current level of awareness and learn-
ing, its culture and its environment.

Webelieve that the general familiarity of end users
with information technology is bound to continue to
grow,as the technology pervades newareasof bus-
iness. Compared with the past, the impact of infor-
mation technology on jobs will become harder to
predict, and human factors will become more
important.

Therewill be a growth in general awareness amongst
both managers and usersof the potentialthat infor-
mation technology provides for changing work and
the way businessesare organised. As a result, organi-
sations will be better placed to exploit the benefits
of information technology.
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